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To whom it may concern, 

Subject: Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park

Attached you will find a copy of the revised Business Case for reopening Big Thunder as a year round Sports and Recreation Park.  The Business Case was independently commissioned by Friends of Big Thunder and prepared by Dr. Bryan Poulin and Mr. Douglas Ng, Lakehead University, Faculty of Business Administration, with assistance of Friends of Big Thunder.  The study behind the Business Case was partly in response to the Ministry of Tourism and Ontario Realty Corporation’s request for input from stakeholders on their interest in the reopening of the Big Thunder Sports Park, home of the 1995 Nordic World Ski Championships.

The Business Case finds an overwhelming majority of stakeholders strongly support Big Thunder reopened as an all-season, environmentally friendly sports and recreation facility for people of all ages and abilities.  It is to be a multi-use facility for sports and recreation, and for tourism, education, training and other appropriate programs and activities.  Friends of Big Thunder have worked many years to see the Site reopened as a multi-use facility and are prepared to work with one and all toward the vision of Big Thunder becoming all that it can be. 

The attached Business Case also includes the outline of a five year business plan developed using reasonable assumptions and financial inputs collected from various sources including original and past research.   The results indicate Big Thunder needs both a business and a public approach since the benefits of usage are widespread and include fitness, health and social and economic returns to the Community at large.















This Business Case is dedicated to volunteers and others who put in hours, weeks and years of effort that spell the history and future of Big Thunder.  We as authors acknowledge you and many other people who contributed to this Business Case, including the 56 different stakeholders who conversed, filled out surveys and in many other ways contributed time, knowledge, expertise and ideas.  We hesitate to mention names but there are a few who deserve special mention: Ernie Marchiori, Jeff Thingstad, Eric Bailey and Darin Guzzel of Friends of Big Thunder; Allan Laakkonen, Doug Thom, Bert Viljakainen, Mauri Ahoka, Bob Edwards, Ian Angus, Bob Payne, Ray Belluz and Ken Hartvikson from the larger Community; and Herman Ghani of Calgary in drawing the concept plan, engineer Keith Leonard in drawing the Site plan, accountant Camillo Lento in formatting the pro-forma financial projections, Lauree Poulin and Arlene Smith for word processing and administration, and business student Allison O’Shea for entering pictures.  Of course many others also helped in ways, small to large.  It is only with this help from many people that we are able to present the best of what remains and new ideas for the reopening of the Big Thunder Site as a year round, destination Sports and Recreation Park.  Only by receiving help and creative ideas from others, are we able to see hidden potential for the Site, adding dimensions of excitement and practicality in innovative and sensitive ways.  All this is to ensure that Big Thunder will be reestablished as an exciting and attractive place for people to visit, for decades to come.  As the plan developed, it became increasingly clear that the right and practical thing is to fully integrate all the facilities and improvements that remain on the Site, and all that the Site potentially offers.   This means complementary and cooperative linking of diverse aspects, for example sports development and programs with training and testing; events and volunteering with accommodation, construction and trades training; business, employment and economic development with educational and recreational and related programs for health; and event hosting, tourism and cross-cultural events with cooperative efforts among those who may have viewed Big Thunder as a competitor.  Without you, there is no doubt our efforts would be scattered, instead of expressing, almost as one, this vision: Big Thunder is to become all it can be, for the larger Community. We appreciate you. Thank you!  
Constraints and Limitation
There are no serious constraints that impede the work except the authors’ limited time and own abilities.   The Business Case on Big Thunder is made on the basis of existing and new information.  The aim is to fairly reflect the many views, values and aspirations of those who have an interest in reopening of Big Thunder, and the authors believe this is done.  People participating in the study represent both those who might be expected to support reopening and those who might be expected not to support reopening Big Thunder.  The criteria are that each participant is willing and able to share a different perspective or experience on sports, recreation, or associated areas, locally or more widely.  The authors believe good effort is made to keep all assumptions reasonable including the assumptions behind costs and financial projections.  Cost estimates are from at least two independent sources wherever feasible, drawing from prior studies, original research and from personal contacts with suppliers and experts.  Names listed or mentioned do not mean that these people necessarily agree with the authors. Finally, we the authors do not claim this Business Case is complete.  We have tried to ensure nothing is wrong or missing that would seriously limit the Case for reopening Big Thunder.  As readers, you are cordially invited make any of your concerns known to Dr. Bryan Poulin of Lakehead University (bryan.poulin@lakeheadu.ca (​mailto:bryan.poulin@lakeheadu.ca​)) or Paul DeGiacomo of Friends of Big Thunder (thedegiacomos@hotmail.com).   
 						iii
Executive Summary 
In late November 2010, Professor Doug Thom, Faculty of Education at Lakehead University asked Dr. Bryan Poulin, Faculty of Business Administration at Lakehead University, if he would be interested in preparing a business case for the reopening of Big Thunder, known to many parts of the world for hosting the 1995 Nordic World Ski Championships.  On 28 December, Bryan Poulin and finance student Doug Ng agreed to prepare a Business Case with the assistance of Friends of Big Thunder (FOBT).  Interviews with 25 representative stakeholders in the Thunder Bay Region and across the country attest to the support and the enthusiasm that Big Thunder generates in the Thunder Bay Community and well beyond it.  This may seem surprising since it has been 15 years since it was closed following the 1995 World Championships.  Surveys returned by 56 stakeholders also confirm what Big Thunder needs to become, and what it does not.  Big Thunder needs to become a year around sports, recreational and training center for people young to older, ordinary and special in all sports and recreation and other activities that naturally belong on Site.  Big Thunder is not to be left to deteriorate, nor is it to be sold to the highest bidder.  In short it is a public asset, and ought to be treated as such. 	
Only 14 km from Thunder Bay, Big Thunder holds tremendous potential to add to the health and social and economic well-being of the City and Region of Thunder Bay, the Province of Ontario and beyond.  This Business Case agrees with two previous studies – UMA Engineering Study (2005) commissioned by the Ontario Realty Corporation and Lakehead University School of Outdoor Recreation Study (2003) – in that it finds only three key challenges to reopening the Big Thunder Site: right to use the Site to its highest potential; sufficient funding to reopen the Site properly, and long term sustainability. Five options for reopening the Site are considered, from modest to visionary.  It is the consensus of the stakeholders -- confirmed by preliminary market and financial feasibility—to choose the most complete option. The one time capital cost to refurbish and expand the Big Thunder Site to its potential is $22 million.  This includes detailed design and contingency costs, and $2 million for supply of potable water to the Site by the City of Thunder Bay, and assumed as its contribution.  The other $20 million in capital cost is to be provided by higher levels of Government. Others, for example Fort William First Nation, Lakehead University and Confederation College, would contribute though higher education and training programs. Private organizations contribute through partnerships, memberships and donations.  Visitors pay reasonable usage fees.  Big Thunder becomes sustainable by Year 5 with net income, or revenue minus costs, is sufficient to cover current operations and future maintenance and capital improvements.  
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Big Thunder Business Case Report  
“Thunder Bay is one of Canada’s great outdoor adventure cities … known as Sports Central and (we) have a fantastic record of hosting national, provincial and local sporting events right here in Thunder Bay” (Mayor Keith Hobbs, Thunder Bay Experience, Issue 4, 2011, inside cover). 
 
1.	INTRODUCTION
Only 20 minutes and 14 KM from the City of Thunder Bay airport, Big Thunder is a unique Site that operated successfully for more than 30 years before hosting of the Nordic World Ski Championships in 1995, after which the Site was closed in 1996 by the Ontario Provincial Government.  Figure 1 shows the Site in spring of 2011, covered with snow (significant buildings to the left are not shown). 
Figure 1: Big Thunder Site Picture in Spring of 2011 (winter scene)

It is evident from the pictures of the Site, and the buildings and facilities on it, that Big Thunder holds much potential for sports and recreational activities, with beautiful views in both winter and other seasons.  The surroundings support a diversity of flora and fauna - wildlife, falcons and areas of forest including Canada’s most northerly stand of maple trees, many tapped for maple syrup each year.  

The Business Case is made on the basis of year round programs and activities, consistent with the wishes of Friends of Big Thunder, an organization with a history of supporting Big Thunder pre-dating by many years the planning for the successful hosting of the Nordic World Ski Championships of 1995. As will be seen, all season operation is also consistent with the majority Big Thunder stakeholders.  The remainder of this Introduction Section 1 sets out authorization and purpose of the Business Case; history and development of Big Thunder; and research methods used to collect data from stakeholders, those individuals and organizations having an interest in reopening Big Thunder, positive or negative.   
1.1	Authorization 
In November 2010, Paul DeGiacomo of Friends of Big Thunder asked Professor Doug Thom of the Faculty of Education at LU if he knew of person at Lakehead University who might be willing and able to prepare a Business Case on the possible reopening of Big Thunder.  Dr. Thom then contacted Associate Professor Dr. Bryan Poulin of the Faculty of Business Administration at Lakehead University, briefing him on what might be involved, and also putting him in touch with Paul DeGiacomo, co-chair of Friends of Big Thunder (FOBT).   
Authorization to prepare this Business Case on Big Thunder took place a month later, on 28 December 2010 in a meeting between Paul DeGiacomo, representing Friends of Big Thunder; and Bryan Poulin who invited Douglas Ng, then a senior 4th year finance student (now graduate) from LU.  At this meeting Mr. Ng confirmed his interest in co-authoring the Business Case along with Dr. Poulin.    
1.2	Purpose 
The Business Case for Big Thunder is to reflect the wishes of stakeholders in the Sports, Educational, and Recreational Communities in the Thunder Bay region and beyond.  It is to include the views of those associated with FOBT, but not be constrained by those wishes (with FOBT much in the minority of voices heard).  Stakeholders are considered individuals who, and organizations that may be affected by the reopening Big Thunder, whether considered a good thing or not.   The researchers would proceed on the basis of expressed Community and stakeholder support including looking to the wishes of agencies involved with Big Thunder now or in the past including the Ontario Ministry of Tourism and its agent, the Ontario Realty Corporation (ORC later overseen by Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure).  
All work on the Business Case is voluntary and unpaid, and part of the Community service that is at the heart of Friends of Big Thunder and Lakehead University, Lakehead University being a publicly funded educational institution that is incorporated in major part for its students’ “intellectual, social, moral and physical development” (The Lakehead University Act, 1965, C. 54, S. 3).  This Business Case is also prepared to provide an example to future students of a competent, though shorter version of the Case report that is required of honours commerce students in their 4th and final year at Lakehead University.  
With limited time and resources, the ambitious purpose of the Business Case could be accomplished only with the co-operative and joint effort of the Lakehead Researchers and some faculty and students at Lakehead University, assisted by representatives of FOBT and others who took time from their busy schedules to provide information, insight and technical and creative support.  Certain aspects are kept confidential.  For example, only Dr. Bryan Poulin of Lakehead University is allowed to see the names of individuals who completed and returned the surveys that are described in the Research Methods of this Section 1.  Results are aggregated and presented in ways that protect confidentiality.  High levels of interest and consensus are considered necessary to reopen the Site and this Business Case is to confirm if the many letters of support offered on a more or less individual basis are also reflected as a whole.  
Specifically, this Business Case includes conversations with those who have in the past supported the reopening of Big Thunder and also survey results from a broad range of sports, recreational and educational representatives.  In short, this Business Case aims to find the level of broad Community support for reopening Big Thunder among as many stakeholders as feasible, and then prepare a Business Case on the basis of that support.  
Readers must understand that this is a Business Case that outlines the purpose and interest in reopening Big Thunder, along with the main challenges, preliminary budgets and general recommendations and implementation, assuming there is sufficient support in the Community for the reopening.  The Business Case is not to be looked upon as a detailed strategic plan that covers the details necessary to prepare and reopen the Site, for example detailed personnel and budget to revitalize the Site and buildings need to be detailed, although some buildings, notably the Cross-country/technical building, and the Lakehead University building, need little revitalization. These two significant buildings are in excellent condition.  

1.3	Background to Big Thunder  
Big Thunder began as Little Norway by the Hansen brothers and operated as a recreational ski facility in the early 1960s.  The name Little Norway was changed to Sundance by the 1970s when it grew from recreational skiing, with modest jumps, to also offer higher level competitive cross-country, alpine and ski jumping.  In the early 1980s the name was changed to Big Thunder and the Site received substantial government financial support as a National sports training center, after which Big Thunder operated as an agency of the Ontario Provincial Government under the Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation. (During this time, the Ministry maintained an office in Thunder Bay; no comparable office today exists.)   
Also in the1980s, additional land was needed and the Big Thunder Board and Friends of Big Thunder was represented by Ernie Marchiori, a former executive of the Fort William Ski Club, who negotiated purchase of an extra 75 acres of private property that allowed expansion of activities on the Site.  At the same time, the Big Thunder Board negotiated access to approximately 17,000 acres of watershed property owned by the City of Thunder Bay.  Big Thunder grew substantially after that, in terms of recreation and competitive skiing, offering among the best and most challenging ski jumping and cross-country ski runs in the province, country and, arguably, the world.  One outcome of this activity occurred in 1982, when those on the Big Thunder Board and Friends of Big Thunder -- the voluntary organization involved in fundraising and promotion of Big Thunder – sent representatives to negotiate to host the International Ski Federation (FIS) Nordic World Ski Championships.  
Representatives from Thunder Bay and Friends of Big Thunder secured places on the appropriate FIS committee and then they and their supporters carried the vote for Big Thunder to host the 1995 FIS Nordic World Ski Championships (personal conversations with former FIS judges, 2011).   Ernie Marchiori, one of those FIS judges, and a member of FOBT, stated that the FIS sanctioning of the 1992 Budapest World Nordic Championships helped pave the way for FIS Nordic World Ski Championships at Big Thunder, as Budapest also combined a good natural setting with people of sufficient interest and commitment.  Ernie Marchiori shares his reflections on Big Thunder:
Over the years Big Thunder offered competitions in Alpine skiing, cross country skiing, free style competition, moguls, ballet and a natural luge run. We had snow-cross winter skiing in the stadium area, and summer competitions and concerts that drew fantastic crowds.  We had Canada Winter Games, Ontario Cups, Alpine skiing and other events, not only world class events but Pacific Rim Cups and Ontario, Divisional and National competitions.  

The quote on previous page is one of many indicating strong, positive and enthusiastic feelings and ideas for Big Thunder.  Representative people from the Sports and Recreation Community -- local, Provincial, National, and International, and people from business and Civic organizations offered their views, and support along with advice for reopening of Big Thunder.  Another conversationalist offered to share her emailed response, after conversing with the researchers: 
You can indicate members of the community did participate in the evaluation process … (and) interested in the development of a paved trail for the purposes of roller skiing, in-line skating, Para-Nordic dry-land training and recreational use for persons with mobility issues.  

As researchers, we greeted these enthusiastic statements with reserve, at least a first.  For example, we wondered how it was that former a Olympic and World Cup judge was interested in concerts on Site.  How was it that sports minded, and highly competitive athletes were also interested in also providing opportunities for the dis-advantaged?   Were these people for real?   Did they not see practical reason for not including everything, for everyone at Big Thunder?   Only as time went on, did the big picture emerge.  The stakeholders wish their interests to be part of the plan for re-opening Big Thunder -- this is to be expected -- and they wish others’ interests to be part in the plan for its re-opening.  The majority of people interviewed are enthusiastic and committed, stating: Big Thunder is to be for the Community!  The next step: find the extent of this support among the larger group of representative stakeholders.  
1.4	Stakeholder Approach 
The stakeholder approach taken in preparing the Business Case was as suggested by the Ontario Ministry of Tourism.  This is seen as no problem, for it is the preferred approach of much business, and organizational, and strategic and cultural research (e.g. Weick 1995, Hofstede et al. 1990, and Schockly-Zalabak and Morley 1989).  It is also the approach taken by Dr. Bryan Poulin in organizational and business research of the early 1990s, with publications soon after (e.g. Alam and Poulin 1996).  
The stakeholder approach assumes those who have are affected, positive or negative, by the organization and what it does – competitors and complements alike – need to be heard and represented (Weick 1995 and 1979).  The process begins with reflective and conversational interviews with representative stakeholders, typically one hour in length, with open-ended questions.  The researchers of this Business Case usually began the conversation with this question: “What does Big Thunder mean to you?”  
Such general, open-ended questions invite those interviewed to reflect and enter into conversation, not on issues of interest to the researchers but on issues and priorities of interest to those interviewed.  Sharing and reflecting without pre-determined questions is an approach recommended, among others, by organizational researcher Karl Weick (1999), past editor of Administrative Science Quarterly (ASQ), and his followers (e.g. Bougon et al. 1990).  Details of the research methods are provided next. 
1.5	Research Methods and Ethics Approval
Both qualitative and quantitative research methods are used in the style recommended by Creswell (1994) and Weick (1995).  The first part of the research is exploratory and it was the researchers wish to start from scratch, and not with pre-conceived views about what these representatives might or might not say. It took the form of qualitative research consisting of conversational interviews over a four month period, January to May 2011.  These conversations were with 25 stakeholders who represented a cross-section of the Community in sports, recreation, education and service sectors including Government.  Criteria are as suggested by the researchers, with initial contacts made by Friends of Big Thunder who knew many of the representatives through sport.  The contacts were vetted by the Lakehead University Researchers to see that they fairly represented those people who and organizations that may be affected by  Big Thunder, including approaching those who might view Big Thunder as a competitor.  The main criteria are willingness and ability to be informative discussion partners (Hofstede et al. 1990).  
Conversational Interviews and Recording 
Most conversational interviews were held with an individual from a stakeholder group or organization.   A few conversations were held with two representatives and, in one case, with three representatives.  This was as preferred by those contacted.  If permission was requested and granted, the conversational interviews were tape recorded.  Detailed notes were taken of all conversational interviews.  
From the 25 conversational interviews, a series of issue-statements or rules were extracted to capture the issues that were considered important by those interviewed.  The statements or rules were recorded in the natural wording of the respondents, as recommended by cultural-communication researchers Shockley-Zalabak and Morley (1989).  
There were 120 such rule-statements extracted from the exploratory, conversational interviews including a few that were repeats or substantially overlapped with other rule-statements, or rules for short.  
These 120 rules were assembled in a pilot survey and emailed to all those interviewed, with instructions to email the returns to Dr. Bryan Poulin at his Lakehead University office.  Returns were emailed to Dr. Poulin or, in a few cases where the respondents did not read all of the instructions, sent by way of Friends of Big Thunder before forwarding on to Dr. Poulin.  
Pilot Survey and Returns 
Of the 25 pilot surveys distributed to each of the representatives taking part in the exploratory interviews, 10 were completed and returned for a response rate (10/25) of 40%.  
This relatively low number of responses (50% was the target) can be explained by the length of the pilot survey (120 questions or rules) and the long time (up to an hour) it took to complete the pilot survey.  Also the survey was distributed in the 3rd week of June, when summer vacations usually begin.  
The 10 responses proved sufficient to reduce the number of rules from 120 to the 60 that were retained for a shorter final survey that was more widely distributed.   These final 60 rules were the ones receiving the most support, positive and negative, and the ones also clearly representing the issues that were considered important both in the interviews and the pilot survey.  
Ethics approval from Lakehead University was sought soon after the exploratory research.   
Ethics Approval
On 25 June 2011, Dr. Poulin applied to the Research Ethics Board (REB) of Lakehead University for approval for further exploratory research and for the widely distributed 60 rule final survey that came out of the exploratory conversational research and pilot survey.  The REB approved the research on 8 July 2011 (see Appendix 1, p. 39 for this REB approval letter).  
Between 5th and 8th August 2011, the final survey was emailed to 83 new stakeholders, plus the 15 who did not return the pilot survey.  As set out if the research ethics application, the final survey was sent individually for confidentiality.  Suggested time to complete the survey was one week.  No reminder was sent.    Only Dr. Poulin is privy to who completed each survey.  Only combined results are reported.   
Previous Studies
The research and projections built on the work of previous studies on Big Thunder and related studies.  For example, information was drawn the 2005 report prepared by UMA Engineering titled Ontario Realty Corporation Final Report, Big Thunder Sports Park and the Lakehead University School of Outdoor Recreation Parks and Tourism (2003) report titled Big Thunder Sport Park & Environmental Learning Center.  Other sources accessed include the Rosehart Report (2008) that pointed to a need for one or two additional major tourist draws, for Thunder Bay and Region to become and remain a well-visited and popular tourist destination. At the same time as the survey results were being collected and analyzed, Douglas Ng and Bryan Poulin with assistance by Friends of Big Thunder, set out and assessed five strategic options for re-opening Big Thunder.   This parallel approach was to save time and to check along the way that the most visionary option that emerged would be not only attractive but also practical.  The research process is generally guided by the strategic planning model shown in the Figure 3 on the following page, although not to the level of detail of a full strategic plan.  
Figure 3: Strategic Planning Framework (version July 11, 2011) 
Sources: Various, e.g. Poulin et al. 1998; Hill and Jones 2004, Appendix p. C2

The first steps 1 to 3 of the Strategic Planning Model are about understanding context and analyzing internal operations of Big Thunder as it may have been prior to its closure, finding strengths that remain, as well as weaknesses that may have contributed to Big Thunder’s closure.   The remaining Steps 4 to 8 are about identifying the challenges, and considers ways to resolve the challenges in visionary and practical ways, in a process guided by stakeholders’ wishes. The analysis, formulation and implementation sequence suggested by Figure 5 is necessary to understand how the Big Thunder came to be so well regarded to where the Site is now: shuttered, with efforts aimed at assessing the degree of interest remaining in making a Case for its re-opening.  
Recommendations are implemented with a view towards achieving the vision, described by Leadership guru Warren Bennis (1989) an “an attractive future” for all stakeholders.  
One partial expression of this vision is in the Rosehart Report (2008): “Crown Land for adventure tourism” (p.36), and the Province needs to help “develop one or more new tourist attractions in Northwestern Ontario” … and the successful project(s) would receive a contribution towards developing and delivering the attraction” (p.38).   

2.	FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
The analysis of findings of the conversational interviews, together with the pilot and final survey were to determine how close stakeholders are to consensus on Big Thunder.  The people who expressed their views to the researchers, and were willing to be listed, are shown in Table 1 on the following page.  
In this Business Case, theory and practice are introduced only as these help with the analysis of the findings, and in crafting suggestions for improvement.  
The wishes of multiple stakeholders are considered and these include Big Thunder managers, sports and recreational bodies, Governments at all levels -- Municipal, Provincial and Federal -- and those with a historical tie to the land itself, e.g. Fort William First Nation and Lakehead University.  


Table 1:  Big Thunder Conversation Schedule
    Conversationist *	Stakeholder Representation	         		Date    	Interviewer(s)**
1.	Ernie Marchiori		 Friends of Big Thunder		  		17 Jan 2010	B/D
1.	Jeff Thingstad		 Friends of Big Thunder	   	  		17 Jan 2010	B/D
1.	Paul DeGiacomo	 Friends of Big Thunder		  		17 Jan 2010	B/D
1.	Peter Collins 		 Fort William First Nation (FWFN) 		21 Jan 2011	E/B
1.	Steve Collins		 FWFN/ Ski Jumping (Olympian)  	  	21 Jan 2011	E/B
1.	Curtis Lyon		 Ski Jump Canada  		  		31 Jan 2011	P/J/B
1.	Jason Myslicki		 Nordic Combined  (Olympian)	  		31 Jan 2011	P/J/B
1.	Mayor Ziggy Palkowski	 Municipality of Neebing		  	01 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	Delma Stajkowski	 Municipality of Neebing		  	01 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	Dawne Kilgour		 Municipality of Neebing			01 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	Grant Brodeur		 Senior Circuit Downhill			01 Feb 2011 	P/B
1.	Amber Peterson 	 Freestyle Aerial  (Olympian)			04 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	Jim Crosscombe	 Ontario Cycling Association			04 Feb 2011	P/D/B
1.	Mayor Keith Hobbs	 City of Thunder Bay 				07 Feb 2011	P/D/B
1.	Robbi Weldon		 Para X-Country (Olympian)			08 Feb 2011	P/J/B
1.	Bryan Berry 		 Para Olympic Skiing Guide			08 Feb 2011	P/J/B
1.	Kevin Paradis 		 Black Sheep Mountain Bicycle Club		08 Feb 2011	P/J/B
1.	Dave Pym 		 Canada Snow Sports Association		11 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	Dave Mirota		 Free Style Canada				11 Feb 2011	P/B 
1.	Anonymous		 Para-athletes Representative 			14 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	John Hatton		 Confederation College				14 Feb 2011	P/D/B
1.	Kevin Kalyta 		 Thunder Bay Hoteliers Association 		15 Feb 2011	P/B
1.	Dr. Moira McPherson 	 Lakehead University 				28 Feb 2011 	B
1.	Dr. Bob Payne		 Lakehead University				18 April 2011 	B
1.	Eric Bailey		 National Development X Country Skiing	13 May 2011	D/B		
*The above are those in conversational interviews with the researchers.  Agreement to share views does not imply these people support the reopening of Big Thunder.  Those involved with the research and attending the sessions are indicated in the legend below.  	
**Legend: B = Dr. Bryan Poulin, Associate Professor of Business, Lakehead University; D = Douglas Ka Wai Ng, 4th Year Business Student, Lakehead University; E = Ernie Marchiori, Director, Friends of Big Thunder; J = Jeff Thingstad, Co-Chair, Friends of Big Thunder; P = Paul DeGiacomo, Co-Chair, Friends of Big Thunder.

Incorporating the needs and preferences of, for example Fort William First Nation – a people who have historically enjoyed a way of life on the land where Big Thunder Sports Park may again operate in the future – means remaining open to new emergent opportunities and meeting challenges.  
Specifics of the Business Case must also necessarily include sound public policy and good business practice. This means that recommendations must be effective and efficient in accomplishing the vision of Big Thunder benefitting people in general, and all stakeholders in particular.  
2.1	Conversational Interviews and Survey Results 
While not all representatives agreed with each other on particular issues, there was a definite agreement on many of the issues raised in the conversational interviews and confirmed with the surveys, and general agreement on all major issues.  The combined or aggregate results are to be shown in the Findings and Analysis Section 2.  
Two questions need to be posed:  1) Are the methods sound?  And 2) are the responses sufficient?  The answer appears “yes” to both questions.  The approach -- extracting rules from conversations with representative stakeholders, and preparing and analyzing surveys from these and an expanded number of stakeholders -- has been used to transform near bankrupt organizations into successful ones (e.g. Alam and Poulin 1996).  The responses are also sufficient, for there were 10 pilot surveys completed and returned from the 25 stakeholder representatives who in conversational interviews with the researchers. This was sufficient to prepare a final survey on the issues. The 41 final surveys returned, out of the 108 copies of the survey distributed (83 fresh stakeholders and also the 25 interviewed) are also considered sufficient.  It is to be noted that it was well into the summer, with only one week allowed for return of the final surveys. It is estimated that that 25% (1/4) of these stakeholder representatives were away or not available, leaving 81 (.75 x 108) to fill in either the final and pilot surveys.  This makes for an effective return rate of 51% (41/81), reasonable considering the one week to reply with no reminder.  




Table 2:  Vision Rule-Statements and Ranking (5 Highest and Single Lowest)
5 Highest Ranked Rule Statements of Vision  	    Rank/25	Responses/41	          Mean/5	
The reopening of Big Thunder is for sports and recreation activities that benefit people in Thunder Bay, and visitors to the City of Thunder Bay and surrounding region (rule number 1 in final survey).	#1	41	4.63
We dream of Big Thunder being all that it can be for Thunder Bay, the Thunder Bay Region, and beyond (rule number 60 in final survey).	#2	40	4.55
Big Thunder is a sports and sports tourism destination, with accessible & affordable facilities that complementand help contribute to other Thunder Bay organizations(rule number 35 in final survey).	#3	41	4.40
Big Thunder takes both a business and social approach,and has clear picture in and beyond its Region (rule number 37 in final survey).	#4	41	4.37
Big Thunder is an unbelievably suitable site for multi-use sports training, development, resting and recreationand is used for all three purposes, all year round (rule number 3 in final survey). 	#5	41	4.34
			
Lowest Ranked Rule Statement of Vision			
			
Big Thunder is mainly a Nordic sports training facility, provincially, nationally and internationally and it onlyoperates for 4 months during the winter (rule number 2 in final survey).  	#25	40	1.93

All top five vision rules indicate what Big Thunder is to become as these are within the “substantially represents” and “fully represents” range of responses, ranging in descending order  from 4.63 to 4.37 out of a possible score of 5.00, (refer to Appendix 2: Final Survey Results, for choices allowed and ratings on all rules).  The lowest ranked rule is about what Big Thunder is not to be: mainly for winter sports.  
The following captures the essence of the top five (what it is to be) and the bottom rule of vision:  
The Vision for Big Thunder is that the Site is not only for winter sports but a year round facility for sports, sports development, recreation and tourism, and run on sound social and business principles.  
The results of conversational interviews were confirmed in both pilot and final surveys and this indicates internal consistency on shared views.  This near consensus on the issues should not be a surprise: stakeholders really do know the issues. Likely those people who examine the results will be pleasantly surprised by this consensus on vision. The operations rules are next presented.  
	Table 3:  Operations Rule-Statements and Ranking (5 Highest and Single Lowest)
5 Highest Ranked Rule-Statements of Operations	Rank/22	Responses/41    Mean/5 
The Technical building at Big thunder is used for more than Nordic Sports and judging, and caters to other sports in different seasons, for example Mountain Biking (rule number 49 in final survey).	#1	40	4.48
Activities for Big Thunder include competitive cross-country skiing, ski jumping, mountain biking, Para-Olympic skiing, hiking, recreation and sightseeing (rule number 12 in final survey).	#2 tie	41	4.44
Big Thunder measures progress by reference to sound business principles including sticking to budget (rule number 27 in final survey).	#2 tie	41	4.44
The re-opening of Big Thunder is done in mind with the best of sports training, testing and recreation and this is about looking to others who have gone before, both on what works and what does not work (rule number 57 in final survey).	#4	39	4.36
The Lakehead University building on the Big Thunder site is used for sports, education, laboratory and sports testing, sports research, meetings and conferences(rule number 48 in final survey).	#5	40	4.33
			
Lowest Ranked Rule Statement of Operations			
			
Big Thunder is to be sold to the highest bidder (rule number 58 in final survey).	#22	39	1.67

The 5 top rated rules of operations indicate Big Thunder is to be operated as a facility for  “competitive cross-country skiing, ski jumping, mountain biking, Para-Olympic skiing, hiking, recreation and sightseeing” and “ sticking to budget,  using existing facilities and buildings, including the Lakehead University building, as designed: “… for sports, education, laboratory and sports testing ….”      
“Selling to the highest bidder,” is viewed in an extremely negative light, and is the lowest rated rule among all 60 rules in the survey, definitely not what most stakeholders wish to see for Big Thunder.  The following captures the essence of the top five (what is to be) and the bottom rule (what not) of operations:  
Operations at Big Thunder are for public interest and not about selling to the highest bidder; instead using facilities in the best ways to support Nordic and other sports and recreational activities all year.  
Lastly presented are rules of structure.  
Table 4:  Structure Rule-Statements and Ranking (5 Highest and Single Lowest)
5 Highest Ranked Rules of Structure			Rank/13   Responses/41	 Mean/5
The re-opening of Big Thunder involves both a public (e.g. government) and private (e.g. business) partnership (rule number 14 in final survey). 	 #1	40	 4.30
Friends of Big Thunder are a group involved in promotion and fundraising for Big Thunder(rule number 16 in final survey).	#2	40	 4.28
Big Thunder helps attract good coaches, student-athletes and visitors to Thunder Bay & Region (rule number 32 in final survey).	 #3	40	 4.23
Funding for Big Thunder comes from private sector sponsors and City, Provincial and Federal Governments (rule (rule number 26 in final survey).	 #4/5	39	 4.21
Big Thunder represents the best of private and public enterprise: exciting, innovative, cost effective, serving a long-standing need (rule number 56).	#/4/5	39	 4.21
			
			
Lowest Ranked Rule of Structure			
			
Thunder Bay cannot support a high performance sports training and event hosting center such as Big Thunder (rule number 50 in final survey).	#13	40	  1.90


The following captures the essence of the top five (what it is to be) and the bottom rules on structure, defined by Mintzberg (1983) as the ways the tasks are first divided and then coordinated:  
Management and partners, including business and government, are to be accountable for overseeing re-opening and operating the Site in ways that accomplish the vision, both effectively and efficiently.
It is apparent that there is a significant degree of stakeholder consensus on what Big Thunder is to become, and not become, along the three dimensions of vision, operations and structure. Such a result is typical of potentially highly successful organizations and promises great things for Big Thunder.  Of course this high level of general support among stakeholders needs to be translated into an effective organization, as is outlined in the remainder of this Business Case.  Perhaps Business Case is somewhat of a misnomer for what the study results indicate.  Yes, Big Thunder is to run on sound business principles, such as effectiveness, efficiency and accountability.  However, it is more than business, since Big Thunder is also viewed as a social venture that offers opportunity to youth, parents, coaches, athletes, recreational sports and outdoor enthusiasts, and businesses.  In short, Big Thunder is seen as drawing people from the Community and to the Community from far beyond the Thunder Bay Region.  This calls for public support, namely Government support in terms of capital infrastructure and other contributions that are, for example provided by FWFN, Lakehead University and Confederation College.  One outstanding issue is the right to use and operate on the historical Big Thunder Site. 
2.2	Use of Land and Buildings
The land in question has been legally described as located in Blake Township, Municipality of Neebing, accessed by Little Norway Road allowances, located in the City of Thunder Bay, with the Big Thunder site mainly located in Provincial Crown property with a lesser part owned by the City of Thunder Bay (UMA Report 2005).   Historically, the Site was used for traditional ways of life by Fort William First Nation (FWFN), for water supplies to the City of Thunder Bay and, of course for sports over the years.  
Three significant developments since the 2005 UMA Engineering and 2003 Lakehead University reports on Big Thunder are these:  1) the 2006 City of Thunder Bay lease agreement with Horizon for windmill rights on lands that overlap with lands use by Big Thunder; 2) the 2010 Government compensation package of $152 million and an increase in land area to FWFN that, together with the 1995 ‘50 year right of first refusal’ agreement with the City of Thunder Bay, makes FWFN a real player in any use of the Site; and 3) the recent 2011 Court Judgment in favor of the Grassy Narrows First Nation, denying the Province of Ontario from ignoring Federal Government Treaties.  Put together, the final right to use the Big Thunder Site may be a long time coming.  For purposes of the Business Case, it is suffice to point out both the Ontario Realty Corporation report, prepared by UMA Engineering and the Lakehead University student study of 2003 indicated it should be possible to work out an equitable arrangement for Big Thunder. The UMA (2005) Report summarizes the situation:  “Fort William First Nation has endorsed the vision of a Not-For-Profit Community Sports Park …” (p.1-67).  There is reason to believe this remains the situation and FWFN would willingly support the Big Thunder Site as a Sports and Recreation Park and compatible uses such as eco and adventure tourism and partner with, for example the City of Thunder Bay, Municipality of Neebing, Lakehead University and Confederation College.  
Site Visit
On Friday 1st April 2011, about 12 stakeholder representatives toured the Big Thunder Site, with permission of the Ontario Realty Corporation.  Attendees included representatives from the City of Thunder Bay, Lakehead University, as well other people with a long standing interest in Sports and Recreation.  The purpose of the visit was to tour the facilities and discuss the best things to do with the facilities that remained: re-store, re-furbish, or enhance, or remove or tear down those structures that were not restorable or were no longer of use.   Another purpose of the researchers was to informally collect the impressions of those attending: how committed were these representatives to Big Thunder.  
This Site visit confirmed what was being heard in the conversational interviews and what would later be confirmed more formally in the surveys: Big Thunder is of great interest to all people who enjoy sports and recreation at all levels, and those who represent them -- FWFN, City of Thunder Bay, and Lakehead University (which owns a significant and essentially unused building), Province of Ontario (which controls access to the Site through the Ontario Realty Corporation), and worthy of support at all levels, up to and including the Provincial and Federal Governments.  
The general consensus is that re-opening Big Thunder on the year round, sustainable basis is viewed as the equitable and right thing to do, and worthy of support at all levels: public, private and voluntary.  Such a view of Big Thunder in the public interest is also in line with the suggestion of the Lakehead University (2003) student report: allow Big Thunder to operate on this historical Site for a nominal charge of $1.00. The authors favor a variation of this suggestion: a long term lease to a newly formed Big Thunder Corporation (BTC), for right to use the Site for purposes specified, at a charge of $1.00 for the 99 year lease or until BTC ceases to be willing and able to carry on these purposes.  
This $1.00 may be paid to each entity with a legal interest, for example, the City of Thunder Bay (watershed access), Province of Ontario (Crown land) and FWFN (historical claim).  The remainder of the Business Case is upon this assumption of such a long-term lease agreement with nominal $1.00 payment, since having Big Thunder operate to its fullest potential -- offering multiple sports and recreational opportunities in environmental and economically sustainable ways -- is viewed by stakeholders as in their physical and educational and recreational interest, for generations to come.  
2.3	Organizational Capacity, Technical and Human Resources
As previously stated, Big Thunder was operated primarily as a winter skiing facility, culminating in the World Championship Nordic Games in 1995 when the site was closed in 1996 by the Province of Ontario.  Subsequent to closing, the Department of Tourism of the Ontario Government suggested that a Business Case be made in part assessing the capacity of those interested to re-open the site, a suggestion given support by the Provincial Government through its ministers.  Credibility of Big Thunder and Friends of Big Thunder has been demonstrated by capacity that was in place during the lengthy time Big Thunder operated successfully including the years leading up to the Nordic Games of 1995.  
Much of that capacity exists today, though it has diminished with the more than 15 years since Big Thunder operated.  That there is much potential capacity remaining is also indicated by the stakeholder surveys and the conversational interviews of 2011. This capacity includes the management and leadership ability of individuals who are former managers of Big Thunder, members of Friends of Big Thunder, and their contacts within the Community and beyond, to gather the appropriate people to effectively and efficiently manage Big Thunder in its renewed and expanded form.  Technical capacity includes restoring the facilities that remain in good order on the Site. One key will be engaging the right people with the right skills including technical skills to build and operate the facility with suitable offerings on a year round basis.  Success in Human Resources at Big Thunder will be about people with proper skills, values and attitude, and keeping away from others (Collins 2001, Schwind et al. 2007).  

3. 	GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT AND FUNCTIONS	
The Institute of Governance (2009) states governance is ‘the art of steering’.  To this may be added that good governance is ensuring that resources effectively and efficiently accomplish the vision and goals of the organization.  The central part of “steering” is keeping true to values with good decisions and well-timed actions.  Governance is covered in some detail, with management and the major functional areas of marketing and operations only presented in outline form at this stage.  This is because the major priorities that must be attended after this Business Case are these: 1) on-going right to use the Site for sport, recreation and related activities and 2) funding to reopen the Site on a sustainable basis without the need for on-going Government support.  These are priorities that, for one reason or another, were not attended prior to closure in 1996.  Management must guard against be captured by influential parties that are not necessarily in the best long-term interests of Big Thunder.  In this section, critical success and risk factors are considered when addressing challenges of re-opening Big Thunder. 
3.1	Governance 
As indicated previously, good governance is about ensuring that resources are used effectively and efficiently to accomplish the vision and goals of Big Thunder, and by holding those to account who govern and manage Big Thunder, especially those who have access to and use of the organization‘s resources.  In other words, good governance requires those who are charged with looking after Big Thunder to behave with due care for the good of Big Thunder and the public and, for that matter all stakeholders, both internal and external.  This requires as many as possible within the organization, and those outside with an interest in it, to share the purpose and vision, and to help achieve the goals as required.  In all of this, Top Management and the Board of Directors of the Big Thunder Corporation, and its advisors must exhibit high degrees of integrity, individually and organizationally, so all who can benefit do benefit from the existence of Big Thunder Sports and Recreational Park. 
One of the surprises with the conversational interviews is the omission of the circumstances under which Big Thunder became to be operated as a Government Agency in the 1970s and how this form of governance may have contributed to its closure in 1996 after the World Nordic Ski Championships of 1995.  Two explanations are likely: one is that the managers and Board of Big Thunder did not prepare for long-term sustainable operations and came to depend on a great deal of Government support;  the other explanation is that the Board and top management  failed to imagine a scenario whereby this support would be withdrawn by a new Provincial Government with different priorities.  It is most likely that it was some combination of these two possibilities.     In any event, one of the first suggestions of the Business Case is that Big Thunder is initially supported by Government, and then established and kept sustainable without having to depend on year by year Government funding so that closure is not determined by Government alone.  Of course Governments at various levels, acting for the public good must surely be kept in mind as with other stakeholders in the success of Big Thunder.  
The above suggests that all stakeholders must have their views heard with policies put into place that respond to their voices, and these same stakeholders, after initial support from Governments, must see to it that Big Thunder achieves and sustains its vision of  all it can be, an unbelievably suitable site for multi-use sports training, development and recreation activities that benefit people in Thunder Bay, and visitors to the City of Thunder Bay and surrounding region and beyond: a sports and sports tourism destination, with accessible and affordable facilities that complement and help contribute to other Thunder Bay organizations, self-sustaining over the long run (consensus vision by stakeholders, 2011).     
Board of Directors
It is suggested that the  Board of Directors (Board) of Big Thunder Corporation (BTC), the not-for profit  enterprise that is to be set up to manage the Site, consist of 10-12 people who will be drawn from the Community and specific organizations, as follows: one representative each from Lakehead University, Confederation College, City of Thunder Bay, Fort William First Nation;  2 or 3 representing sports and recreation, for example skiing, hiking or bicycling; and 3 to 5 additional people including, for example a community lawyer, a civic minded business person, a well-regarded former politician.  All on the Board must maintain a reputation for the highest degree of personal integrity, and have an interest in seeing Big Thunder succeed in its purpose and vision for the public good including other not-for-profit as well as for-profit businesses, directly and in-directly. The minimum size of the Board is to be 10 people and any 6 of the 10 to 12 (50% or greater) may be considered sufficient to vote on issues within the Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park, except where constitutional amendments are in question or other changes are considered where there is a serious departure in policy.  Here it is suggested that there must be 2/3 majority of Board Members in agreement with the aim of consensus, if at all possible.  
One other idea is that representatives of two major stakeholders -- for example FWFN and the City of Thunder Bay -- may be given veto power.  Those with veto power would abide by the wishes of their councils, with each expected to discharge veto power responsibly and for the long-term interest of their people, their communities and others, and Big Thunder as a whole.  Failure to move ahead with changes due to a veto vote is not meant to affect the viability of Big Thunder operations but to ensure good decisions, avoid mistakes or accidents or deceptive practices of the kind identified by for example, Greve et al. (2010).  It is further suggested that the Board’s decisions and actions be consistent with principles of environmental stewardship in a ‘declaration to sustainability’ such as outlined by Paul Hawken (1993) in his ground breaking book, The Ecology of Commerce.
3.2	Strategic Management and Role of General Manager
A General Manager (GM) is to be appointed by the Board to strategically manage Big Thunder.  The GM will be invited to contribute his or her time and effort at nominal remuneration plus generous travel expenses for information gathering and promotion of Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park.  The GM will be appointed for a period of 5 years, sufficient time to reestablish and build upon the positive legacy of Big Thunder as it existed during the 1995 FIS World Nordic Ski Championships, oversee expanded facilities and operations needed to meet the vision of Big Thunder as a year round sports and recreation park, and respond to Stakeholders’ wishes from conversations and results of the Surveys of 2011.  
The GM will attend Board of Director meetings and, along the BTC Accountant report on position of Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park including financial position as supported by documentation.  Independent audit will be conducted annually and scrutinized by all on the Board including the Community Accountant.  The independent auditor will be hired on a professional fee basis and an audited financial report will be presented to the Board no later than 3 months from fiscal year end.  Those on the Board are to ensure there is no controversy over plans, operations or financial statements.  If mistakes are made, these must be with the best intention, care and due diligence, with weaknesses attended at once and mistakes not repeated.  Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park and Big Thunder Corporation (BTC) are to set a high standard among not-for-profit and voluntary organizations in the Thunder Bay Community and for professionalism and integrity.  
The General Manager (GM) is not to have a vote on matters of the Board of Directors (BOD), and the GM will be an ex-officio member of the Board (no official position on the BOD) and not considered for Chair of the BOD who must be a voting member.  All this is meant to ensure stakeholders of Big Thunder that the highest standards and due diligence apply, first at the level of the BOD and then at the level of GM, other managers, supervisors and advisors.  The General Manager will be assisted by a permanent part-time Facilities Operations Manager who will devote at least 4 hours per day to oversee day to day operations and see to it that facilities are in good order on a day to day basis.  Again, this position is to draw upon a very experienced and qualified operations manager, and for the first five years receive much less than market pay to keep overhead costs down.  Once the Site has reached a point where revenues exceed costs, remuneration may be increased by the Board though it is expected to be no more than 80% of the level in organizations of comparable size and complexity.  It is suggested that this manager will be a Community minded citizen who is retired or semi-retired, with an interest in being part of the legacy of Big Thunder, and this would be part of the reward to the position of GM.  
Other management positions will be paid on a more competitive basis, as determined by the General Manager and the Facilities Operations Manager (FOM) and vetted by the Board of Directors.  The formal organizational structure will be traditionally hierarchical with the General Manager responsible to the BOD, the functional level managers responsible to the General Manager and the staff responsible to their logical functional managers. The exception is in planning when an advisory committee will hold retreats annually and invite representative stakeholders, internal and external, in much more informal and idea-generating ways, along the lines suggested by Mintzberg (1983) on structuring for advisory groups and Hofstede et al. (1990) on doing so with people who represent the culture of the organization now and as it needs to become, for example a group made up of the general manager, a ‘gate-keeper’, an old timer, a new comer, and an employee representative who has the respect of other employees.  
All other staff will be “as required” and paid at, for example a base rate with room for performance pay.  For example, a project manager will be needed in early years to oversee the capital works of the Site, and receive a base wage and incentive for overseeing capital improvements on time and on budget.  Volunteers, engaged in promotion during event hosting, are to be co-ordinated by management with assistance from the specific Clubs involved, again to keep costs down and prices affordable.  

Friends of Big Thunder
Friends of Big Thunder have historically taken on the roles of promotion and fundraising for Big Thunder.  These roles have received strong support (e.g. score of 4.28 out of 5.0) from stakeholders.  It is suggested that the roles of Friends of Big Thunder be expanded somewhat, retaining the promotion and fundraising roles and adding an advisory role.  Friends of Big Thunder were previously drawn from the sports judging and sports community and the make-up of this volunteer group is to be broadened to include recreation, education and tourism, leaving core membership numbers about the same at five to seven.  This is considered a large enough group to advise the Board and assist management in planning and preparing for major events, and yet small enough to give timely advice.  
3.3	Marketing 
In general, marketing requires finding current needs and preferences, and anticipating new ones among sports and recreational and related people, and satisfying these needs and preferences, in superior and/or complementary ways “through an exchange process” (Kotler 1980, p. 10).  This means understanding the basic marketing mix - product, place price and promotion - and Big Thunder as part of Thunder Bay as a destination that draws more people to an area with total offerings of greater attraction – for example sports and  recreation choices – than the simple addition of attractions considered one by one.  
As the UMA (2005) study among others point out, the recreational ski industry in the Thunder Bay Region is strongly represented in skiing with many other ski locations across the Canadian border in the U.S., for example in the Minneapolis/ St. Paul Minnesota region.  The same applies with regard to tourism and recreation.  Education and training through Lakehead University and Confederation College, and the planned FWFN training centre, offer potential advantage for Big Thunder as a sports development and training and testing Centre, with opportunities to train and test out new ways of facility development.  This is envisioned to be through joint effort between Engineering, Business, Outdoor Recreation at Lakehead University, Confederation College and FWFN in the planning and construction of facilities, such as the Athlete’s Village. 
Marketing – finding, anticipating and responding to needs and preferences – poses a challenge.   For example, a credible real estate developer/agent suggests there is a market for residential units and hotel, once the Site becomes operational (conversations 2011). How can this best add value to the Site?   
Since different groups have different needs and preferences, satisfying each group is a challenge that can be met through “target marketing”: finding and satisfying specific needs and preferences among the different identifiable groups, and cost-effectively providing different and superior offerings to those that exist or may develop in the future: regionally, provincially and nationally.    Cooperation with local and private ski facilities means that these and Big Thunder together will offer Cross-Country and Alpine skiing at more levels and variety.  Kamview has hosted provincial Cross-country (XC) Ontario Cups as well as Ontario Federation of School Athletics Association OFSAA XC Running and XC and the Special Olympics Ontario Winter Games, but never National events (UMA Report 2005; conversations 2011).  Thunder Bay Nordic Trails, a not-for-profit association with a total of more than100 km of trails at three sites -- Kamview, Sleeping Giant and Kakabeka Falls (13 km) Provincial Parks -- was responsible for the sprint site at XC National Championships (nordictrails-tb.on.ca).  Not including Big Thunder, the main ski facilities in the Thunder Bay area, with approximate memberships are these:
Loch Lomond Ski Area:  Alpine, peak membership about 1000. 
Mount Baldy Ski Facility:  Alpine, peak membership about 800. 
Lappe Nordic Ski Centre:  Cross-country, peak membership about 500.  Lappe regularly hosts regional and provincial XC events. 

Kamview Nordic Ski Centre:  Cross-country, peak membership about 2000. This makes Kamview the largest XC ski facility in the region and, arguably in Canada. 


It is as expected that Big Thunder, with its jumps and the more difficult cross-country ski training and development, would complement the offerings of the existing facilities to a large extent and only compete at the margins (only compete in areas of overlap) and, even here, there is a different experience to be gained by visitors at each venue.  This is what is meant in that competition is actually only that in in a narrow sense, for the greater number and diversity of attractions leads to a greater total number of visitors and revenue, as ‘critical mass’ is reached and the area becomes known as a destination worth visiting over and over again by ever more people as these facilities expand and improve offerings.  This is known as a virtuous circle, where competitors change from being competitors to increase the viability of each and all facilities. Such applies to National Ski Sites listed in the following Table 5.    

Table 5: National Competitive and Complementary Ski Sites in Canada

1.	Whistler Callahan Olympic Park (Vancouver site of the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic games).  Offers Cross Country skiing, Biathlon, Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping. World Class Facility.
	
1.	Calgary Olympic Park (Calgary site of the 1988 Olympic Jumping, Nordic Combined, Luge).  Offers Snow Boarding, Mountain Biking, Olympic Sports Camps, Winter Sport Facilities, Public Bob Sledding, Zip Line and summer jumping. World Class Facility (although to operate ski jumps was found to be too costly and the site has not hosted a jumping event for a number of years).  

1.	Canmore Nordic Center (Canmore Alberta site of the 1988 Nordic Olympic and Paralympic games). Offers Cross Country Skiing, Biathlon, Mountain Biking, Orienteering, Roller Skiing on paved roads network. World Class Facility

1.	Hardwood Hills (Barrie Ontario). Offers Cross Country Skiing, hiking and Mountain Biking.

1.	Mont Sainte Anne (Quebec). Offers Hiking, Mountain Biking, Golf, Camp Grounds, Lodging, Cross Country Skiing(Provincial Park), Downhill Skiing. World Class Facility.

1.	Big Thunder (Thunder Bay Ontario) Closed in 1996 after offering Cross Country Skiing, Ski Jumping winter/summer, 3 Aerial Jumps winter/summer and corresponding Jumping Pool summer, Downhill Skiing, Mountain Biking, Hiking/Nature Walks, Snowshoeing, Snow Cross, Natural Luge. A potential World Class Facility that needs infrastructure upgrades to regain World Class Status. 

Operating and income projections have been made on the assumption that Big Thunder would offer distinctive sports and recreational programs to largely different groups.  Also, as the stakeholders point out, Big Thunder must offer more than competitive and recreational skiing and this includes ski training and development, sports and recreation development and education – all year round – and this would extend and complement the many other offerings at other facilities locally and more distant.  This means that Big Thunder would take advantage of its uniquely suitable site for these purposes and other opportunities as these are presented.  These include international sports bodies that have, at previous times, expressed interest in Big Thunder as an all round international sports training and development centre, and if costs and prices are kept low this means existing facilities nearby may also benefit as Big Thunder draws sports organizations and people from across North America and around the world.

Facilities other than skiing at Big Thunder do not face so serious a hurdle in changing perceptions of Big Thunder as a competitor to, for example Kamview and Lappe, since the Big Thunder is even more uniquely different in what it can offer in other sports.  Mountain biking may be the one exception since this can be done in many places where fees are not charged (conversations, 2011).  However, if the facilities at Big Thunder are more exciting, challenging and offer good value when compared to sites in the region, it is expected that mountain bikers will be suitably attracted and willing to spend some time and money at Big Thunder.  Pro-forma financial statements with visitor numbers, revenue and costs are outlined in the appendices (refer to Appendix 4, p. 49 and Appendix 5, p.57).    
The trend in skiing is to ski villages and facilities that offer accommodation, food and beverages on site (information obtained from visit to Big Thunder and other comparable sites in person and/ or on line).  Such facilities are part of the long term plan to re-open Big Thunder as a Sports and Recreation Park.  These facilities are to be designed to operate all year round, taking advantage of the tremendous views, sights and atmosphere of the Site e.g. offering gondola ride and meal on Site, as in Grouse Mountain’s year round facility in North Vancouver and Kicking Horse Mountain Ski and Sports Resort near the remote town of Golden, British Columbia.  
As in the above and other facilities, a privately operated hotel at the base of the site would add to the base of operations that includes the new, gondola lift that extends sports and recreation, providing access to a chalet near the top of the Site.   Again such integration is superior to a stand-alone approach and makes sense in terms of both what is offered to guests and financial and operating viability.  
Paying attention to the basic marketing mix of place, product, price and promotion will help set the course for what Big Thunder must do for each of the markets it serves and what services it offers. This will be detailed in proposals for funding that follow this Business case.  For now it may be sufficient to note the marketing effort needs to be handled by a committed marketing manager and, importantly, by all managers and stakeholders including volunteers who really believe in what Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park stands for, and delivers.  Helpful suggestions for improvements and valid complaints by those frequenting or visiting the site must be taken seriously and addressed in a structured way, e.g. addressed first by the employees and, if resolved there, fine.  If not, the matter must make its way up the hierarchy until it is resolved, even if it means resolution eventually is made by the Marketing Manager, or by the General Manager with advice from Friends of Big Thunder, or by the BTC Board of Directors.  
As the famous marketing skit of Wendy’s points out, substance is worth more than flash, finding out and anticipating what is most important to each group, satisfying visitors and continuing to improve on offerings.  Complaints and suggestions for improvement from guests need to be regularly attended and reported on-line by the marketing manager who will be an important part of the BTC executive, along with the general manager, the facilities operations manager, the accountant and perhaps the coordinator of volunteers.  In short, the marketing and other functions are about what Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park needs to provide attractively, effectively, efficiently and seamlessly.  Big Thunder would offer a uniquely suitable site with uniquely suitable offerings and programs, making the “place” and the “product” very attractive to visitors of all types in all seasons, especially if the “price” is kept reasonable and the great experience and value are given proper “promotion.” Effort also needs to go into further understanding each market segment, and serving each segment in such ways that contribute to revenue streams, while keeping overall costs manageable.  Financial projections indicate Big Thunder can break even by Year 5 as a complete facility, where one part complements and contributes to other parts, both within Big Thunder and between other facilities, regionally and/or beyond.  
3.4	Operations 
Operations are about transforming resource inputs into outputs, in other words making the best use of facilities to offer sports training and events and recreational and educational programs that attract people in great numbers.  Operating the facilities will be overseen by the operations facilities manager (OFM), who will not only see to it that all facilities and equipment operate at a high level, but that the Site delivers what is needed to each and all the groups served by Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park.  This goes beyond maintenance, and the OFM is responsible to plan and oversee the facilities so that these offer a wonderfully satisfying experience for regular users, and other guests and visitors to the Big Thunder Site.  This means that the OFM will make recommendations for both facilities and operational improvement and be part of the executive of BTC, and especially contribute expertise when it is needed in planning and budgeting for Site improvements, including installation and commissioning of plant and equipment used on Site.  As part of the executive team, the OFM contribute to the maintenance and improvement of the Site in all its functions, again from a day to day vantage point and also in terms of overall and long-term operations.  
Operations at Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park must be first rate for all offerings and programs, and during all seasons the Operations Facility Manager must be engaged.  This requires a person of high dedication, high technical skill and with much related experience.  Job descriptions of key positions including the position of OFM will be required in the detailed plan that would follow on from this Final Draft Business Case, once approvals in principle are secured to operate and finance the Site.  
3.5	Finance 
Finance is about financial planning and securing sufficient funding under reasonable terms (Booth and Cleary 2008).  The financial plan will be the responsibility of the Professional Accountant employed by BTC.  The Accountant will be part of the Top Management Team, with much interest, dedication and experience in all matters accounting and financial.  The Accountant will be responsible for preparation of financial statements and final drafting of financial plan and position.  However, to ensure everything is reported fairly and, above all, with complete candor and honesty, the responsibility for statements accuracy will be the joint responsibility of the Accountant, the General Manager and each and every Board member.  Additionally, Friends of Big Thunder will offer opinions on financial position and budgeting.  The “buck” will stop at the Board of Director’s level in matters of accounting and finance that, on an operational level will be first overseen executive committee, made up of the General Manager, the Accountant, the Marketing Manager and the Operations Facilities Manager. 
Matters of finance and budgeting will be transparent to all on the Board and Advisors to the Board and to all managers and staff of BTC quarterly, and each year past performance and future projections will be disclosed to the public at large.  This is to ensure funders and supporters alike that plans are properly considered and money is budgeted and spent wisely, competently and honestly at all levels, and to avoid being or even being perceived to be involved in errors, omissions, fraud and, to the extent possible, even “honest” mistakes and accidents, and reporting these as far and as soon as possible, if these occur.  The 5 year financial projections for Big Thunder Corporation, operating as Big Thunder Sports & Recreation Park, are presented as Appendices to this Business Case.  Big Thunder is to open as a full-operation sports and sports development and Recreation Park which means Big Thunder is going to open cross-country, alpine skiing, ski jumping and freestyle, with one-time start-up cost is $20 million, plus detailed planning, design and contingencies of $2 million for a total cost of $22 million (refer to Appendix 3, p. 47 for financial assumptions Appendix 4, p. 49 for pro-forma and Appendix 5, p. 57 for capital cots).    
4. 	STRATEGY
Strategy is about all legitimate ways to accomplish the vision and the goals of an organization and usually begins with a strategic plan such as indicated by the strategic planning framework on p. 9.  For example, once analysis is complete, the main Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOTs) are identified together with the challenge ahead, with goals adjusted in detail as necessary, recommendations made as to the position, aimed and planned, and implementation addressed to the detail considered necessary.  Finally all major parts of a complete strategy are considered together.   
4.1 	Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)
Strengths of Big Thunder are its proximity to Thunder Bay, and uniqueness that includes its challenging terrain, “breathe taking” views, scenery and flora and fauna.  Two key strengths are Site uniqueness and being able to augment and be complementary to existing offerings in the Thunder Bay Region and the Province of Ontario and beyond.  Weaknesses are in not yet securing right to use the Site and not making other facilities sufficiently aware how complementary Big Thunder would be, as some view Big Thunder as a potential competitor.  The implication is effective management and promotion are needed to transform potential resistance to potential support, wherever possible.  Opportunities include ways of attracting more visitors to the Site in its expanded and enhanced form for sports and recreation and other compatible uses. Threats that impede this include those who view Big Thunder as competition and others who do not yet see the potential that is Big Thunder for the region, Province and beyond.  
4.2	Challenge, Vision and Goals
The challenge facing Big Thunder is now presented in terms of key strengths or creating new ones, overcoming weaknesses, and pursuing opportunities and facing threats, in line with the above SWOTs.   
How can the strong support among stakeholders for this magnificent Big Thunder Site be translated into tangible action that includes right of use for sports, recreation and other suitable activities in ways that benefit people of the Region and Province and beyond, all year round, with sufficient initial financial support to re-open on a sustainable and complementary basis?
Meeting the above challenge requires the vision and goals as set out in the following 5 statements in Table 5.  All follow from the conversations and surveys, and meet the challenge expressed above.   

Table 6: Big Thunder Vision and Goals*
1.	Big Thunder is a destination site for people, young and old to enjoy year round competitive sports and training; education and skills development; fitness and recreation; sight-seeing and all other activities that naturally belong on the site, attracting people and organizations from the Thunder Bay Region, the Province of Ontario, other Provinces of Canada, the United States and the Americas, reaching out to people of the World.

1.	Big Thunder operates cooperatively and works with volunteers and people from for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, supporting suppliers, sports training organizations, educators and recreational bodies, and all other people who have a shared interest and stake in the physical, intellectual and economic well-being of themselves and others.

1.	Big Thunder is led and managed with the highest standards of integrity and transparency, looking towards ethics, competence, commitment and practicality in all decisions and actions, this way garnering support from stakeholders including their financial support.

1.	Big Thunder is sustainable socially, environmentally and economically, measuring success in terms of stakeholder satisfaction and attainment of goals including financial goals.

1.	Big Thunder generates long-term net positive returns from operations, building sufficient reserves to pay for maintenance of existing facilities and construction of new ones and to pay for existing and new programs in ways that reflect environmental responsibility, safety and health.

*Acknowledgement is due the late Robert Wood Johnson of Johnson and Johnson for setting the standard in crafting  purpose, vision and goals in proper order when he wrote the J&J credo in 1943 as it stands to this day  (www.jnj.com (​http:​/​​/​www.jnj.com​)).  

The above vision and goal statement needs to guide all who are involved with Big Thunder, starting with the Board and Top Management team. 
4.3	Strategic Options 
Five options are presented as facing the challenge in terms of vision, ranging from an incremental approach by starting small to starting with ever more facilities and programs open, with assessment of each option.  The cost estimates are checked against figures in the UMA (2005) Report, and from local knowledge and other sources including experts’ estimates.   These 5 options are now presented in outline or short form, beginning on the following page with Option 1 which is the least costly and, as it turns out, the least sustainable option.  

Option 1: Re-opening with Sports Training, Education, Events Centre and New Gondola Lift
Option 1 would be to reopen Big Thunder as cross-country and alpine skiing venues for the winter sports, with other programs offered that complement these offerings and generate sufficient revenue to cover most of the operating costs and is marginally feasible if the Site did not include Ski Jumping. 
Complete sports training and development is not included with for Option 1 as this would mean a large operating loss every year.   For example, Option 1 does not cover the extra insurances costs that would be incurred if ski jumping is added in Year 4.  Operating losses under Option 1 exceed $642, 000 in Year 5 and for this and the other reasons already mentioned, Option 1 is not recommended.  

Option 2: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, and Chalet at top of Chair-Gondola lift 
Option 2 is essentially the same as Option 1 with the added provision of a chalet at top of chairlift to expand offerings and generate net revenue to offset some of the operating expenses.   Option 2 is not recommended as revenues do not come close to meeting operating expenses in the long-term.  

Option 3: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, Chair-Gondola lift, Chalet and New Programs 
Option 3, with different programs offered to different groups improves revenue significantly at  low cost, covers most of the extra insurance needed to allow jumping on Site, and improves the viability of Big Thunder.  However it is not considered sufficiently viable in the long term, again due to high insurance cost that cannot be fully covered by net operating revenue. 

Option 4: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, Chalet with Chairlift, and Expanded Programs 
Option 4 is a combination and expansion of Options 1-3 with expanded programs and yet again, except for the high insurance cost for the ski jumping in year 4, does not break even though it does come close. 
Option 5: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, Chairlift, Chalet Expanded Programs and Hotel
Option 5 includes a private hotel on site and hotel rents that will help offset the extra insurance costs for jumping almost covers all operating costs with operating revenues, and this is deemed the most viable solution, as it is sustainable in the long term.   
With provision for a private-public development of the Site beyond year 5, Option 5 becomes fully sustainable as well as fully consistent with the views, values and long-term vision of the stakeholders, who together envision a fully refurbished and augmented Site with facilities with sustainable operations on a year round basis.  Further details are as outlined in the Section 5 on Implementation.   
4.4	Key Success/ Risk Factors
Critical success factors for Big Thunder include the following that exist or will exist when the Site is reopened.  These are 1) Legacy in Winter Sports to the highest level with competency in hosting events; Appropriate Vision; 2) Fair and Competent Board of Directors, Advisory Board and Top Management Team; 3) Solid business plan that is followed and adjusted as needed; 4) Facilities on the ground that represent what is required by stakeholders; and 5) Dedicated Volunteers and Staff who, like everyone, help improve and promote programs, services and facilities at Big Thunder.  A 6th key success factor concerns Community and Government investment, including funding by the Provincial and Federal Government and contribution from the City of Thunder Bay could take the form of extending the water line to the Site, and investment by business.   Such investment includes the initial capital to re-open the site and carry operations until Year 5 when the public and private facilities and operations become self-funding.  Continuing to be self-funding requires flexibility, imagination and commitment on the part of Big Thunder Board and Big Thunder top managers as well as authorities, public and private partners including private developers, and all need to share in the risks and rewards of Big Thunder, both tangible and intangible.  




With each option progressing from 1 to 5, Big Thunder becomes more viable and Option 5 is recommended on the basis of representing both stakeholders’ wishes and long term sustainability.  
The Recommendation is the Redevelopment of Big Thunder to its full potential as a self-sustaining facility at a capital cost of $22 million.
The above does not include the costs of developing all the programs and education that would be provided separately by others, for example Lakehead University, Confederation College and FWFN, at no cost to Big Thunder.  However, these costs may be considered worthy contributions for securing funding from the various levels of Government and so help strengthen the Case for reopening.  
The above recommendation meets the requirements from all major stakeholders as well as operational and financial feasibility, while keeping both success and risk factors in mind.  The recommendation also achieves all five parts (5 Ps) of a complete strategy as presented by Mintzberg (1987) by: 
1.	Position of differentiation (Porter 1979), complementing other facilities in the region, across the country and internationally.  
2.	Plan to achieve intended vision and values through achievable goals and ethical means.  
3.	Pattern of principles-based decisions and actions by people committed to the success of Big Thunder and all that it takes to succeed while helping others when and wherever possible.  
4.	Ploy to outwit competitors only in as much as Big Thunder anticipates and provides preferred offerings before other national and international Sites and, in so doing setting a high standard. 
5.	Perspective for sport and total well being for the people of Lakehead University, Confederation College, FWFN, City of Thunder Bay and Region, Ontario, Canada, the U.S. and beyond.  

These ‘5 Ps for Strategy’ - together with the statement of vision and goals - will provide the required  guidance now and in the future, when followed by the kind of people who contributed to this Business Case, and to Big Thunder over the many years and decades prior to this.    

5.	IMPLEMENTATION
This Business Case follows and draws upon evidence gathered in 2011 from stakeholders and previous reports, all with the future orientation of re-opening Big Thunder in sustainable and community-contributing ways.  There should also be in place a mechanism to protect the Site from changes in governments and policy such as led to the closure of the Site in 1996, one year after the successful Nordic Ski World Championships.  Closure – with its denial of opportunities for people to enjoy and pursue sports and recreation -- is quite simply not the desired result among all those stakeholders who worked so hard and contributed so much, first to establish, and now possibly reestablish the Big Thunder Site.   This implementation plan is aimed at honoring previous efforts, and to see a different and successful outcome for the Big Thunder Site.  It covers Years 1 and 2 as short term plan; Years 3 to 5 as medium term plan; and Years 6 and beyond as long term plan.  Implementation means translating the vision and goals into on the ground operating facilities together with the organization structure and functions required to achieve the goals including financial goals.  All must be assessed by measurable goals and objectives as much as possible.  
5.1	Short-term Implementation Plan (from start, and for the next to 2 years)
It will continue to take dedication by the Community of Sports and Recreation-minded organizations, to bring all stakeholders together including the various levels of Government, and respond to the general wish to have the Big Thunder Site reopened in the manner called for in this Business Case.  The majority of stakeholders see this not only doable but also what Thunder Bay can afford and should support.  Most stakeholders look at Big Thunder as an incredible asset to the City and Region and do not agree that should continue to waste, locked away (see fall and spring pictures of the closed Site that will be emailed separately from the Interim Business Case document that is also referenced in Appendix 12).  
It is important that the vision be up front and center in all that is done in planning and implementation.  The vision expressed by the stakeholders is that the City and Region of Big Thunder and Province embrace the Big Thunder Site as their own and realize its great -- many say its incredible -- potential to serve the needs of people in North Western Ontario and the Province of Ontario and beyond in terms of sports and recreation and associated activities, programs and events.  Big Thunder is one of the best all-year-round facilities in Canada for sports, recreation, training, education and tourism.  
The Site will be reopened in such ways as to optimize its unique suitability, not only because of its profile and proximity to the City of Thunder Bay but, as importantly, as one of the few low altitude mountains in the World that offers excellent conditions for competitive-level training, development, and event hosting in early Northern Hemisphere Winters.  As such Big Thunder can be expected to bring people from and to the City, Region, Province and Country.  The vision for the Site is translated into a concept plan as part of the final report with more detail to follow in the final version of the Business Case.  In outline here are five major goals to be achieved in the first two years along the way to accomplishing the stakeholders’ vision for Big Thunder as an all year Sports and Recreation Park.
1.	Support for Right of Use.  All those stakeholders supporting Big Thunder are to demonstrate their support and convince policy-makers of the City of Thunder Bay, the Province of Ontario, the Canadian Federal Government and other authorities and their agents, that it is in best interest of the Public allow use and re-open the Big Thunder Site on a year round basis.  The time appears overdue for acceptance of such initiative.   Friends of Big Thunder is a logical entity to coordinate this effort and continue to enlist the support of dedicated and experienced sports and recreation enthusiasts who have already worked persistently to achieve this first goal: approval in principle to operate on the Site in ways that maximizes its potential for people .  This is an immediate priority to be done in parallel with the next Goal.

2.	Funding. Friends of Big thunder will assemble a team capable of approaching funding bodies within the Provincial, Federal and Municipal Governments, and FWFN for funding to redevelop the Big Thunder Site in amount of $22 million, with the aim to achieve this goal within the first year and certainly within two years of this year’s date of remembrance: 11/11/2011. These monies will be used carefully to refurbish the Site, install new services including water, power, storm water and provide plans and standards for the sanitation systems.  

3.	Not-for profit Incorporation. Big Thunder will operate as Big Thunder Corporation (BTC) and incorporate as a not-for-profit corporation with Board of Directors and requirements needed for Articles of Incorporation as such in the Province of Ontario.  This is separate from Friends of Big Thunder which would continue to act as an arm of Big Thunder Corporation for fundraising, promotion and advising, as necessary and with the invitation of the Board of BTC.  

4.	Project Management. Big Thunder Corporation will appoint a project manager and facilities operations manager who will jointly oversee construction and refurbishment of the Site, with the objective of opening the site within 2 years of the approvals from permission granted to use the Site and sufficient funding to do so.  This includes provision of potable drinking water on Site.  

5.	Re-opening: Big Thunder Corporation will continue to enlist support and cooperate with sports, recreation and education people and institutions, including City of Thunder Bay, Neebing, FWFN, Lakehead University and Confederation College to plan and act to reopen the Site in Year 3, assuming Year 1 begins as soon as approval to use the Site and funding are secure. 

Beyond right to use the Site, the $22 Million Initial Funding to open the Site is the next priority and funding sources need checking and approaching, especially at the Provincial and Federal levels.   Other planning for cooperative ventures and programs such with LU, Confederation College and FWFN could and should include training that include giving the hands-on experience including with trades.  Such programs were not built into the Case in terms of costs but should help make the case for Municipal, Provincial and Federal support and funding.  Efforts to gain support need not wait: meet regularly and productively; make commitments and follow through with all parties who show interest.  
5.2	Medium-term Implementation Plan (from Year 3 to Year 5) 
The Medium-term will focus on bringing to completion the remainder of the facilities, activities and programs to the Site on time and on budget. This includes attracting a hotel on Site that will add to the venture as well as contribute to the operating expenses including the extra insurance required to bring jumps, training, programs, and events to fruition.  Again, meet, plan, commit, act and work at getting tangible wins, small and large.  All count towards realizing the vision and goals for Big Thunder. 
By Year 4, there will be constructed the athletes’ village, possibly a series of cabins or low rise wood frame structures of the type that could use the efficient and healthful technology patented by two graduate engineers teaching at Lakehead University (one is an author to this report), with the intellectual property jointly owned by the inventors, Lakehead University and LU students.  It could also be used in the new Chalet at the top of the new Lift.   
Such ideas on innovative and energy conserving, healthful construction will raise the profile of the project while, at the same time helping sustain athletes who use Big Thunder for sports and training, transferring useful and efficient and effective skills and technology to youth who need and wish this, and benefitting the Community.  For example, adding experience in engineering and the trades -- of interest to students and faculty at Lakehead University, Confederation College and the FWFN trades and training center that is in the works – will make these young people more employable in areas where there is a shortage of skilled workers.  The know-how and technology might even be later used (after Year 5) for the mixed use residential development, and possibly even in the hotel that is part of the plan for Year 4.  
All this would need to be planned well in advance and agreed to by outside parties since the hotel and residences would be privately constructed with the hotel privately owned and operated, and its management quite possibly also operating the Chalet.
5.3	Long-term Implementation Plan
Long-term implementation deals with the public and private partnerships that would be coordinated by Big Thunder Corporation and include a sports and recreation village, spacious and well-designed private housing units, and other features that enhance and complement the uses for the Site already identified.  The idea is to do things right and to ensure there is sufficient net revenue after Year 5 to fund operations on a sustainable basis and this includes maintenance and refurbishment of facilities, and replacement of equipment as needed.  All this will be required to continue to attract increasing numbers of people who enjoy the facilities, programs and events, with capital improvements for new or improved facilities in ways that are healthy, safe, environmentally responsible and sustainable (see assumption 32, p.48 for more detail). Also the almost $2 million of economic activity generated on Site is estimated to bring $2 million in spin off economic activity for a total of $ 4 million and 150 new jobs for the local economy and Community. One final point is that the redevelopment of the Site would be done at a time of economic slowdown, when labor and supplies are available.  This will help keep costs down.  
  
5.	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The bottom line is that for some $22 million dollars of initial refurbishing and enhancing, Big Thunder represents an asset that would cost many times more if started from scratch.  It is more than financial investment and return; it is an investment in the physical, educational, social and economic well-being of the people of Thunder Bay Region, Ontario and beyond.  Big Thunder would be a net contributing asset in all these respects, inviting people across the World.  
After 5 years, the Big Thunder Site is self-sustaining.   After that, all the benefits of a fully developed Site would come at no cost and much benefit to and well beyond the region.  It is an opportunity that once forgone may be gone forever.  
The Site has been fenced in at a cost of more than $2 million in security costs alone, money that could be used to reopen the Site.  The stakeholders believe securing the Big Thunder Site this way is hardly the best use of the Site; they believe that selling the Site to the highest bidder is even a worse option.  
Stakeholders are almost unanimous in stating that this Regional and National asset ought to be for the benefit and enjoyment of its citizenry, and the citizens of the world who would come to visit and participate.  This is what stakeholders consider good value and this is what they believe that the City of Thunder Bay and Region, Ontario and Canada can well afford, and cannot afford to be without.  
Finally, the authors note how things turn out well when right things are done for right reasons (Landes 1999).   Today we are witnessing too much of the inverse of this maxim.  As pioneering Canadian medical physician William Osler (1849–1919) famously stated, “Listen to your patient … telling you the diagnosis."  The Community of stakeholders -- who together represent the people and organizations supporting the reopening of the Big Thunder Site-- have spoken: Big Thunder is a magnificent resource, wanting for rising again in renewed and expanded form as an all season facility that will support not only sports and recreation but also complementary activities, facilities and programs in the Thunder Bay Region, with direct and indirect benefits to people and organizations in the City of Thunder Bay, the Northwestern Ontario Region, the Province of Ontario, Canada and beyond.  As such, benefits include and go beyond the estimated 150 new jobs and $4 million of direct and indirect economic benefits for Thunder Bay and Region.  Big Thunder will add not only social, physical and economic benefits, it will add to the culture in a part of the world where sports and sports development and recreation are central.  
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Appendix 2: Final Stakeholder Survey August 2011 with Findings (pp. 42-45)

BIG THUNDER SPORTS AND RECREATION PARK

By filling in this confidential survey, you agree to your responses being combined with others in a Business plan about the possible re-opening of Big Thunder.  You will not be identified and the only person who will have access to your individual responses is me, Dr. Bryan Poulin. I am an associate professor in the Faculty of Business at Lakehead University.  I will keep all responses in a secure, locked filing cabinet in his office for 5 years, as is Lakehead University policy.  All the survey responses will be destroyed after that.  You may choose to skip any question and stop anytime you wish.  The survey contains 60 statements and is expected to take 20 to 30 minutes to complete.  Your participation is important and appreciated.  Thank you!  Bryan Poulin

Rating the RULE-STATEMENTS
The following rule-statements or rules that you are asked to rate have all been extracted from conversations and discussions with representative people who all have stake in Big Thunder.  The following rules are based on suggestions for possible re-opening of Big Thunder, home to the 1995 FIS Nordic World Ski Championships.  In rating each rule-statement, please indicate with an “x” the closest category to how it fits or does not fit with your “values” or your personal view of how you would like to see things at Big Thunder.  These are the categories that reflect “my values” (meaning, your own values):
1	Misses completely my values
1	Barely represents my values
1	Some elements of my values are represented
1	Substantially represents my values
1	Fully represents my values

Please read each rule-like statement carefully before rating.  An example is the following. 

Possible rule-statement or “rule” for Big Thunder	Extent to which rule fits my values
	Misses completely	Barely   represents	Some elements	Substantially represents	Fully represents  
“Big Thunder competes directly with other facilities in Thunder Bay and makes these other facilities less viable.”  	x				
Explanation of the rating of the above rule: 	Let’s say that you entirely dis-agree with the above rule- statement, based on what you value; you would then place an “x” under the “misses completely” column, as shown above. However, if there are parts of the rule that you agree with, then you would place an “x” under the “some elements” column, and so on.  
(See left top of next 2 pages for key to calculations and rule categories: vision, operations, structure.) 
 Rules for Big Thunder	Extent to which rule fits my values	Calc.
Key to survey results and calculation of mean (average weighted) score: Top figures in row indicate responses to each rule; responses & classification are shown in right column (also see next page). Bottom figures in each row are number of responses times scale rating of 1 to 5 corresponding to value of rule; mean score is sum of weighted figures divided by total responses for each rule (e.g. Rule 1 score is (0+0+4x3+7x4+30x5)/41= 4.63    	1 Misses completely 	2 Barely represents 	3 Some elements    	4 Substantially represents  	5 Fully represents 	Responses, class. & mean 
The reopening of Big Thunder is for sports and recreation activities that benefit people in Thunder Bay, and visitors to the City of Thunder Bay and surrounding region.	00	00	412	728	30150	41/V4.63
Big Thunder is mainly a Nordic sports training facility – provincially, nationally and internationally – and it only operates for 4 months during the winter. 	1818	1020	927	312	00	40/V1.93
Big Thunder is an unbelievably suitable site for multi-use sports training, development, testing and recreation and is used for all three purposes, all year round.  	00	48	515	520	27135	41/V4.34
Big Thunder is a non-profit corporation with a volunteer Board of Governors; other volunteers for fund raising and event hosting; and a salaried manager who is assisted by paid people for day-to-day operations. 	33	12	618	2080	1050	40/S3.83
Opened with initial financial support of Provincial and Federal Governments, Big Thunder generates revenues 12 months of the year and is led by effective management that only expects modest Government support after this.  	33	12	824	2080	945	41/S3.76
Fort William First Nation (FWFN) has an important role to play with Big Thunder Sports and Recreational Park.	44	24	1236	728	1260	37/S3.57
Cross-country Ski Training and Development are in the first stage of reopening Big Thunder.	11	48	515	1144	1995	40/O4.08
A state-of-the-art training and testing facility is part of re-opening Big Thunder.	33	36	721	1560	1365	41/O3.78
Environmental responsibility is part of the plan for re-opening Big Thunder.	11	12	412	1456	20100	40/04.28
Cross country ski trails at Big Thunder are for both competition and recreational level skiers. 	00	36	515	1144	21105	40/V4.25
Competitive free-style skiing training, development and event hosting are part of the plans for Big Thunder.  	44	12	721	1144	1785	40/V3.90
Activities for Big Thunder include competitive cross-country skiing, ski jumping, mountain biking, Para Olympic skiing, hiking, recreation and sightseeing.	22	12	13	1040	27135	41/04.44
Reopening Big Thunder involves a partnership between the City of Thunder Bay, Fort William First Nations, Lakehead University and Confederation College.	11	48	515	1352	1575	38/S3.97
The reopening of Big Thunder involves both a public (e.g. government) and private (e.g. business) partnership.	00	24	26	1872	1890	40/S4.30
Big Thunder is about state-of-the-art sports training, testing and research facilities and equipment; committed professors, coaches and students; and unique programs for competitive athletes in Canada and elsewhere.  	44	36	618	1248	1680	41/O3.80

Rules for Big Thunder	Extent to which rule fits my values	Calc.
Key to results and calculations are on previous page of the survey. Rules are classified into 3 general categories shown in right hand columns: Vision (V), Operations (O) and Structure (S), with the classification indicated following the slash (/) after total number of responses, e.g. for Rule 16, the number of total responses is 40 and the classification is S for Structure, since it is about responsibilities of Friends of Big Thunder.  	Misses completely 	Barely represents	Some elements	Substantially represents	Fully represents 	Responses and Mean
Friends of Big Thunder are a group involved in promotion and fundraising for Big Thunder. 	11	24	412	1144	22110	40/S4.28
“What else is there?” Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park is about the best sports training, development and recreation facilities anywhere, and draws sports people and visitors from Canada and around the world.   	11	36	721	832	20100	39/V4.10
The City of Thunder Bay and Province of Ontario supports Big Thunder as a sports training, development and recreation park.	22	510	824	936	1575	39/S3.77
Arial Free Style Ski Jumping and Moguls Free Style are part of the plans for reopening Big Thunder.	44	12	1442	728	1365	39/V3.62
Moderate sized ski jumps of 40, 50 and 60 meters are part of the plans for reopening Big Thunder.	55	510	721	832	1470	39/V3.54
Plans for Big Thunder call for completion to the highest levels in skiing, cycling and other sports.	11	36	824	1144	1785	40/V4.00
Small development 10, 20 and 30 meter ski jumps are part of the plans for the reopening of Big Thunder.	33	36	927	728	1890	40/V3.85
Big Thunder presents opportunity as Canada’s true National Development Ski Centre with magnificent facilities capable of holding events to Regional, Provincial, National and World class levels.	22	12	927	832	20100	40/V4.08
Big Thunder present opportunity for competitive outdoor sports development for people from 4 years to 80 years.  	00	24	824	832	21105	39/V4.23
Big Thunder Sports Development and Recreational Park quadruples what people could do at the top national and international levels of competitive outdoor sports.	44	48	824	936	1470	39/O3.64
Funding for Big Thunder comes from private sector sponsors and City, Provincial and Federal Governments.	11	24	515	1144	20100	39/S4.21
Big Thunder measures progress by reference to a sound business principles including sticking to budget.	11	00	39	1352	24120	41/O4.44
Big Thunder offers opportunities for cross-training outdoor sports including biking, roller skiing, skiing, jumping, fitness training and testing, running, swimming.	11	24	515	1248	20100	40/O4.20
Big Thunder is a natural for Lakehead University’s Athletics, Kinesiology and Outdoor Recreation programs.  	33	12	412	624	26130	40/V4.28
Big Thunder benefits from corporate events and meetings held in an attractive lodge or chalet, built high on the hill.	55	12	1236	936	1470	41/O3.63


Rules for Big Thunder	Extent to which rule fits my values	Calc.
For Key to results and calculations, refer to first page of the survey.  	Misses completely 	Barely represents	Some elements	Substantially represents	Fully represents 	Responses and Mean
Big Thunder expects Provincial funding of $160,000 per year as a sports training and development center, rather than Provincial money spent to keep it closed.	22	36	515	1352	1680	39/S3.97
Big Thunder helps attract good coaches, student-athletes and visitors to Thunder Bay and Region.   	11	24	515	1144	21105	40/S4.23
Big Thunder provides accessible trails for visually impaired and other special athletes. 	11	24	412	1560	1995	41/V4.20
Big Thunder plans summer trialing and event hosting on paved roads trails, such as at Canmore Alberta so people do not have to use local highways.  	22	24	618	1248	1890	40/O4.05
Big Thunder is a sports and sports tourism destination, with accessible and affordable facilities that complement and help contribute to other Thunder Bay organizations.	00	24	412	936	26130	41/V4.40
Big Thunder generates its own revenues and attracts other funding, to support sustainable sports testing and development, event hosting, and recreation activities.	11	00	618	1248	22110	41/O4.32
Big Thunder takes both a business and social approach, and has clear picture in and beyond its Region.   	11	00	412	1456	22110	41/V4.37
Revitalizing Big Thunder Sports Park is good news for Thunder Bay people who need stories in addition to Fort William Historical Park, the Waterfront and the proposed multiplex sports complex.	00	12	927	1352	1680	39/V4.13
Big Thunder puts Thunder Bay on the map, nationally and internationally.  	11	24	515	936	21105	38/V4.24
Big Thunder is a place where people come in shoulder seasons as well as for winter and summer sports and recreation, and for seeing special features such as the most northerly stand of Sugar Maple Trees in Canada. 	11	510	618	936	1890	39/O3.97
Big Thunder is what the sports and recreation coaches, athletes, visitors and tourists are looking for.	11	24	618	1248	1995	40/V4.15
Big Thunder is not an investment that can be boiled down to simple business; packages are presented to all people, with and without a lot of money, and to people of all ages who deserve unique sports opportunities recreation. 	11	36	927	1040	1680	39/O3.95
Big Thunder is a Nordic Center, an all-season Outdoor Centre, an Environmental learning Centre.  	00	24	824	1248	1890	40/V4.15
The reopening of Big Thunder starts modestly, with the easiest facilities, for example with cross country ski trails, downhill practice runs, 2 or 3 low level ski jumps and using the existing buildings that are in good shape.	00	48	515	1248	20100	41/O4.17
Big Thunder is a facility that supports different sports and sports programs at different times throughout the year.	00	12	26	1040	22110	38/O4.16

Rules for Big Thunder	Extent to which rule fits my values	Calc.
For Key to results and calculations, refer to first page of the survey.  	Misses completely 	Barely represents	Some elements	Substantially represents	Fully represents 	Responses and Mean
Big Thunder is the natural home of clubs and competitive teams including the Nordic Ski Racing Team.	00	36	515	1144	21105	40/V4.25
Big Thunder cooperates with other facilities including Lappe and Loch Lomond Ski facilities.	11	12	824	1040	20100	40/V4.18
The Lakehead University building on the Big Thunder site is used for sports education, laboratory and sports testing, sports research, meetings and conferences.	11	24	412	936	24120	40/O4.33
The Technical building at Big Thunder is used for more than Nordic Sports and judging, and caters to other sports in different seasons, for example Mountain Biking.	00	12	515	832	26130	40/O4.48
Thunder Bay cannot support a high performance sports training and event hosting center such as a Big Thunder.	2323	510	721	312	210	40/S1.90
Big Thunder cooperates with other facilities and helps host events that Big Thunder could not along support.	00	48	618	1456	1680	40/O4.05
The long, challenging hills at Big Thunder are used to train athletes at more advanced levels than other facilities in Thunder Bay and Region.	00	24	824	1040	1995	40/O4.08
The existing site and buildings and planned facilities at Big Thunder are used for best possible benefit of sports and recreation in the City, Province and Country.	00	36	39	1248	22110	40/O4.33
Big Thunder combines the “gold standard” facilities of Canmore Alberta with the best natural winter outdoor sports site in Canada.	11	48	618	1040	1890	39/V4.02
Big Thunder is home to both high level sports and high profile events such as Winter Carnival.	00	714	412	1248	1575	38/V3.92
Big Thunder represents the best of private and public enterprise: exciting, innovative, cost effective and serving a long-standing need.  	22	12	618	832	22110	39/S4.21
The reopening of Big Thunder is done in mind with the best of sports training, testing and recreation and this is about looking to others who have gone before, both on what works and what does not work.	00	510	13	832	25125	39/O4.36
Big Thunder is to be sold to the highest bidder.  	2828	36	412	14	315	39/O1.67
Big Thunder is to be transferred to those who make best use of              The Site for the people of Thunder Bay, the Region and beyond.  	11	48	412	1040	20100	39/S4.13
We dream of Big Thunder being ‘all it can be’ for Thunder Bay, the Thunder Bay region, and beyond. 	00	24	26	832	28140	40/V4.55
As a participant, you will be offered a copy of the results of the survey as soon as the Business Case is completed.  Again, thank you for participating in this important survey!   Bryan Poulin  




1) Inflation has been excluded from the calculations as it is assumed that any inflation will increase both the 
     revenues and expenses.  Therefore, the impact of inflation is assumed to be nil. 
2) All initial capital costs, along with any operating shortfalls in the first five years, will be financed by initial
    support from various levels of government and/or donations for one-time honorary memberships (refer also to 
    note 16).  Subsequent to five years, any additional costs will be financed internally. 
3) Aside from the amortization of the gondola/chairlift, it is assumed that the majority of all revenues and 
    expenses will be received and paid in cash, or, over a 15-day period.  Therefore, the net income figure, plus 
    amortization, can be used as a measure of the cash surplus/ (deficit).   
4) All figures are based on estimates from the UMA Report or other sources considered to be reliable, e.g. from
    personal contact with industry representatives, personal knowledge, etc.  
5) The City of Thunder Bay supplies potable water to the Site at no cost as part of its contribution. 
6) Horizon plans for a “wind park” are such that there is no interference with Big Thunder uses.   
7) Right to use the Site will be given at a nominal cost to Big Thunder of one dollar ($1).  
8) Engineering and other professional fees and contingencies are expected be 10% of capital cost, or $2 million. 
    These fees are based on historical averages for facilities and operations of similar complexity.

Revenue Assumptions
9) Currently, the Provincial Government is incurring annual costs of approximately $120,000 plus administration 
    costs to secure the Big Thunder premise.   It is assumed that the Government would allocate $120,000 annually 
    to Big Thunder in order to help finance operations for the first five years. 
10) Mountain biking: A total of 750 daily passes per year will be sold in year 1, at $8 per pass.  A total of 75 
    season passes will be sold in year 1, at $100 per pass.  The attendance will increase 5% annually.
11) Cross-country skiing: A total of 750 daily passes per year will be sold in year 1, at $17 per pass. A total of 
    220 weekly passes per year will be sold in year 1, at $25 per pass.  A total of 50 season passes is expected to 
     be sold in year 1 at $175 per pass. A total of 95 yearly passes per year will be sold in year 1, at $250 per pass. 
    After that, the attendance will increase 5% annually.
12) The Coaches’ Fee is based on a 50% of Big Thunder coaching charges to competitive athletes.
13) Alpine Skiing:  A total of 500 daily passes per year will be sold in year 1, at $30 per pass. A total of 100 
     weekend passes per year will be sold in year 1, at $50 per pass.  A total of 50 season passes will be sold in 
     year 1, at $700 per pass. The attendance will increase 5% annually after that.
14) The ski jumping will open by year 4. A total of 40 season passes will be sold in year 1, at $800 per pass.
15) In year 1, the following activity is expected for each program:
a) Adventure and Outdoor Learning: Total of 20,000 visits, at $25 per visit: visits to grow 10% annually. 
b) Alpine Slide: A total of 10,000 visits, at $5 per visit.  The visits will grow by 10% annually.
c)Canopy Walk: A total of 2,000 visits, at $40 per visit.  The visits will grow by 10% annually.
d) Fishing: A total of 1,000 visits, at $15 per visit.  The visits will grow by 10% annually.
e) Hiking and Walking Trails: A total of 1,000 visits, at $12 per visit.  The visits are expected to grow 
by 10%  annually.
f) Outdoor Education Centre: A total of 6,000 visits, at $7 per with by 5% growth annually.
g) Snowshoeing: A total of 200 visits, at $10 per visit.  The visits will grow by 5% annually.
16) Title Sponsor is the naming rights for the Big Thunder, which is assumed to be $100,000 per annum.
17) Event hosting is expected to generate $40,000 in annual revenue.
18) The loft is expected to generate revenues of $75,000 with cost of goods sold of $30,000.  Revenues and 
     costs from the loft are expected to increase by 1% per annum. 
19) Hotel land lease is expected to generate $200,000 per annum, beginning in year 4. 
Revenue Assumptions (continued)

20) Other sources of revenue include membership donations that are expected to number up to 75, each at 
    $10,000 for a one-time donation total of approximately $750,000. When received this revenue will be applied 
    to cover losses over the first four years of operation not covered by other sources of revenue.  
21) Additional supplementary donations of $10,000 are expected to be received annually.  
22) There are expected to be found additional sources of revenue when Site becomes fully operational after 
     Year 5, as has been the case at, for example, Calgary Alberta, Kicking Horse Mountain Resort Golden British 
     Columbia and Grouse Mountain B.C. , sites that have been visited and/or contacted by one or more of the 





a) Hydro costs of $80,000.  is assumed to operate the new Gondola/Chairlift.  
b) Estimated costs to pay operators of the Gondola/Chairlift are $80,000 annually.
c) Operations maintenance persons are to be paid $60,000 annually on a part time basis, and this will 
    include maintenance of capital works on Site including Gondola/Chairlift. 
24) The insurance is estimated to cost $80,000 annually before the ski jump open.  This insurance cost is 
     estimated to rise to $300,000 once the ski jump opens in year 4. 
25) For the management wages:
a) Site Manager is willing to act as a volunteer to oversee the site initially until it is sustainable in Year at 
    no net cost beyond expenses for travel and promotion, etc. ($20,000), plus honorarium of $40,000. 
b) The Facilities Manager is to be paid by $60,000 annually.
c) The programs co-coordinators are paid $100,000 annually in total. 
26) All operating costs have been based on historical figures for Big Thunder, unless adjusted upward to 
     account for escalation.  
27) A ¾ ton truck with snowplow will be required for the operation (UMA report). Fees, insurance, fuel and 
     maintenance for this tuck are estimated to be $12,000 per year.
28) Amortization of Gondola/Chair Lift: The gondola/chairlift cost of approximately $3.6 million is to be 
     amortized on a straight-line basis over 30 years which is considered a reasonable though quite possibly
     conservative expectation of its useful life, for example one gondola lift has operated for 40 years without 
     replacement (personal communication with senior maintenance person at Grouse Mountain British Columbia).  
29) All the figures are estimated from  what are considered reliable sources including the UMA report . Wherever
      possible these estimates were confirmed by industry representatives.  
30) Given that Big Thunder will be generating deficits in the first four years, and a small surplus in year 5, income
      taxes will not be paid during this forecast period, and no income tax provision is shown for the first five years.   
31) The only property taxes that will be charged by local government are for the residential units and the private 
       hotel.  All other improvements will be tax free, for example the athletes’ village.  Normal rates will apply for 
       utilities including water and power.  Sewerage charges will not apply as sewerage will be handled by an 




32) Water to the Site is expected to be provided by the City of Thunder Bay as part of its contribution  to reopen 
     Big Thunder Site.  Capital cost estimate for the approximately 2.2 KM of 150 mm (6 inch) diameter water line 
      is $2 million (confirmed verbally with local contractor familiar with major water line installation and the Site).  
33) Multiplier of 2.0 for spin off activity is based on averaging a lower multiplier of 1.5 for region spending and 
       higher multiple of  2.5 for out of region spending (level/difference in multipliers confirmed with local expert).   






















Appendix 5: Big Thunder Site Revitalization Costs (Option 5 with All Facilities Open) 

Appendix 6: MBA Area Investigations for Big Thunder 2012 
(Course number Business 5091)
(The topics are presented first: 7 Groups of 33 MBA Students, one Topic of Investigation per Group, followed by the results based on more detailed findings and results, available from authors.)
Topic 1, Group 1.  North American Marketing Needs and Assessment of Big Thunder Site 
a. North American searches for potential users of the BT Site. Explore non-traditional groups such as paralympians, extreme sports, etc. 
b. Categorization of potential users of each major program and facility (demographic, geographical, profile, needs analysis - professional, winter, all-year users) 
c. Complete marketing analysis of price point for utilizing BT facilities (explore bundling with accommodation, travel, etc.) Discuss implications for each individual activity. 

Topic 2, Group 2. International Marketing Needs and Assessment of the Big Thunder Site 
a. Outside North America searches for potential users of the BT Site. Explore non-traditional groups such as foreign Olympic teams, foreign university/club teams, sports equipment manufacturers, etc. 
b. Categorization of potential users of each major program and facility (demographic, geographical, profile, needs analysis - professional, winter, all-year users) 
c. Complete marketing analysis of price point for utilizing BT facilities (explore bundling with accommodation, travel, etc.) Discuss implications for each individual activity. 

Topic 3, Group 3.  Promotion and Pricing of Programs and Facilities 
a. Pricing of programs and facilities including sponsorships, donations, volunteer labour, etc. Analyze in terms of competition and substitutes. Benchmark where appropriate. 
b. Explore various promotion scenarios to increase use and contributions from programs, facilities and sponsorships. Compare different scenarios. 
c. Assessment of impact of the various promotions and promotional tactics on the site and surrounding area. 


Topic 4, Group 4.  Funding Sources beyond Federal Government’s Public Private Partnership 
a. Information obtained from representatives and/or web search of Federal and Provincial agencies and private sector sources 
b. Estimate of likely funding, timing and amounts from agencies and private sector (benchmark to similar projects) 
c. Assessment of funding from various sources and implications, public and private 

Topic 5, Group 5. Ownership and Right to Use the BT Site 
a. Clear documentation of ownership of lands and uses affecting the BT site 
b. Information gathered from major owners or potential owners of land on or affected by the site 
c. Assessment of the compatibility of Ownership Interests 

Topic 6, Group 6. Governance of the Big Thunder (BT) Corporation 
a. Literature review of governance as it may affect BT Corporation and Board 
b. Options and choice of standards of governance for BT Corporation and managers 
c. Accountability and enforcement of standards for managers and employees 

Topic 7, Group 7. Top Management Team, Key Supervisors and Managers of Volunteers 
a. Literature and/or Case reviews on Board and TMT for Not-for Profit enterprises 
b. Co-operative or competitive or combination approaches by Board and TMT (including compensation, management of volunteers, etc.) 





Executive Summaries of Findings from Lakehead University MBA Projects  
Faculty of Business Administration Business 5091 June 2012 (unedited)
Group 1: Big Thunder: North American Marketing Needs Analysis
The following assessment of Big Thunder Sports Park was conducted to better understand the market potential for re-opening the site, former host of the 1995 Nordic World Ski Championships. From a marketing perspective, three broad activity levels were established and target market data was obtained for those areas. With a rich history in Nordic skiing activities, a large amount of focus was put on winter activities, which helped propel Big Thunder to the top of the Nordic skiing world in the early 1990’s. Unfortunately, the activities that led to the rise of Big Thunder can also be their fall. Thunder Bay’s dwindling population and poor target demographics for Nordic skiing activities, leaves marketers looking elsewhere for broader uses, at a facility that was very event specific in its prime. An important tactic that has helped companies large and small, is bundling. Bundling provides companies a high level of customer retention; it ensures that a user receives more than one service from the same provider. Big Thunder can overcome a lot of financial challenges by developing a higher level of customer retention then other sites in the area. Tourists in general are better served when complementary activities are also available on-site. Big Thunder’s viability relies on developing new partnerships and renewing the old to provide better activities, better service and better value. 

Looking beyond the traditional uses of Big Thunder, there is a large market for soft and hard outdoor enthusiasts. The common activities include biking, hiking, and kayaking/canoeing, with gentler activities like wildlife/wildflower viewing, gardening, and picnicking. With Thunder Bay’s vast wilderness, mountain biking may be the only profitable activity in this segment as hikers, canoeist and others have surrounding land to use at their leisure. 

With almost 20,000 acres of land, opportunities for tourism at Big Thunder are extensive. Partnering with local business’ and Fort William First Nations will be very important for the future of Big Thunder. Just as developing a chalet is key to the competitive and recreational markets, tourism will benefit by addition of the chalet. Key attributes of the chalet to attract tourists may be an Aboriginal-themed décor and retail store selling traditional Aboriginal gifts. 







Group 2: Big Thunder (BT) Site: International Marketing Needs and Assessment
The purpose of this strategy proposal was to investigate and assess the viability of potential international users.  This is explored based on marketing research that examined and identified three distinct markets to attract to the Big Thunder site.  
Based on the findings and marketing analysis conducted, there is great potential for attracting and cultivating the three markets identified in the proposal, particularly tourists/recreational users.  However, any kind of sustainable international activity was found to be dependent on the viability of the domestic market and external attractions found in the Thunder Bay community.     
It is clear that for any international activities to remain viable in the long-term Big Thunder must leverage its key strengths in cost efficiency, geographic location and local community.

Group 3: Strategic Management Project Final Report – Big Thunder Site: Promotion and Pricing Programs and Facilities
Given the wealth of assets at the Big Thunder site (i.e., infrastructure, geography, and human capital—FOTB, other stakeholders, etc.) there are many potential uses of the facilities such as offering a variety of programs and events. Given its distinctive competencies Big Thunder should seek to pursue a differentiation strategy. This will be accompanied by the price objective of revenue maximization, as current political and economic conditions make it unrealistic to expect that public funds alone will sustain renewed operations.  Prior to generating possible scenarios for the usage of Big Thunder, factors such as sponsorship, volunteer labour, and pricing and promotions are first examined. 
Best practice, modern approaches to sponsorship demonstrate how effective leverage, combined with utilization of a specialized sponsorship broker contributes to the success of sponsorship experiences. In addition, it is vital that sponsorship be viewed as a partnership, with both parties working in cohesion to achieve goals. This in turn leads to the most mutually advantageous type of sponsorship agreement. 
When staffing operations it is important that Big Thunder utilize a volunteer base. Efficient utilization of volunteers requires an understanding of their intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors.  Big Thunder must also realize that there is a cost to volunteer labour, which comes in the form of training and rewards.
Next, pricing and promotions must be examined. Setting price is a complex and detailed process requiring a vast amount of internal and external intelligence. After price is set, Big Thunder must look to consumer perceptions of various promotions; including preference for loyalty rewards over discounts and exclusive promotions over inclusive promotions. 
The three proposed usage scenarios for Big Thunder include, 1) Big Thunder Adventure Park, 2) Big Thunder Family Resort, & 3) Big Thunder World Class Training Facility. Based on a scenario analysis of projected revenues associated with each option it is recommended that Big Thunder pursue Scenario 2, Big Thunder Family Resort. When implementing this scenario it is important that Big Thunder also implement the recommendations stemming from research involving sponsorship, volunteer labour, and pricing and promotions.

Group 4: Funding Strategies for the Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Park
Big Thunder was established in the early 1960s as a recreational ski facility.  As the years went by, Big Thunder received support from the government because it was a national sports training center.  In 1995, the site held the 1995 Nordic World Ski Championships event.  One year later however, operations were discontinued due to the withdrawal of financial support from the Canadian government. Since that time, Big Thunder has continually searched for viable ways to bring the facility back to existence once again. Recently, Big Thunder approached the Business Department at Lakehead University to create a business proposal; the group was hoping to use the report as a blueprint for reopening the facility. The purpose of this report is to formulate a case that provides three alternatives for Big Thunder in financing the $22 million necessary for capital expenditures. Two sources of funding exist from which Big Thunder can gain access to the required capital – the public and the private sectors. The public sector includes all three levels of government and other non-profit organizations; the private sector includes banks, other organizations, and for-profit investors, which also includes international investors. 

The first alternative outlines the Alternate Financing Proposal, which is based on the Pan American Games to be held in Toronto in 2015. Under this alternative, the entire $22 million will be financed by the public sector. This is advantageous because Big Thunder is able to finance its capital expenditures from an inexpensive source of funding; however, most of these funds are quickly depleting, so timely action is necessary. 

The second alternative involves “going lean” with additional programs in a public-private partnership (PPP); in this alternative, unprofitable activities and programs are removed, and those that generate additional revenue are incorporated. This alternative outlines how Big Thunder can extract funds from both the public and private sectors.  This is advantageous because Big Thunder can gain access to an inexpensive source of funding from the public sector and be efficient in its pursuit of profitability. The third and final alternative advocates that Big Thunder should use the private sector as the primary source of acquiring the $22 million. The report uses FWFN as an example of a business partner. It is important to stress that other potential business partners exist that Big Thunder could approach to secure the required $22 million for capital expenditures. The third alternative is advantageous because Ontario Realty Corporation is able to divest of the facility.  This will bring new investment to the region, which leads to economic growth. This alternative is disadvantageous because the profits generated from the contract have the opportunity to leave the community if a non-local partner becomes involved. 

After analyzing the aforementioned three alternatives, it is recommended that Big Thunder implement the second alternative and pursue a partnership between the public and private sectors to finance the $22 million project. This alternative offers the advantages of both the public and private sectors.  The public sector provides a low cost of capital and the private sector offers an alternative way for Big Thunder to diversify its risk.  In addition, the private sector has the drive to be efficient in the pursuit of profitability. Moreover, the composition of public and private business partners will determine the makeup of Big Thunder’s capital structure, which will determine how Big Thunder will structure its corporate governance. Finally, Big Thunder must consider its long-term survivability and liquidity and ensure that there are enough financial resources to support its operations so that it is not insolvent. 

Group 5: Ownership and Right to Use the Big Thunder Site

This report explores three major areas related to the potential redevelopment of the Big Thunder recreation facility: the ownership of land and uses that impact Big Thunder; the major stakeholders impacted by the site; and the compatibility of ownership interests. 

The ownership of land at Big Thunder was determined based on searches performed at the Land Registry office, while information related to other areas was determined based on access to a variety of secondary source documents (e.g. zoning documents, letters of support, business case study, etc.).

Based on the collection of this information, a number of areas were explored and/or analyzed. A comprehensive assessment was completed for each major stakeholder, including:  City of Thunder Bay, Municipality of Neebing, Province of Ontario, Fort William First Nation, Lakehead University and Horizon Wind.  Next, a comprehensive zoning assessment was completed based on the Big Thunder property area (as determined through the Land Registry search), a review of relevant planning and zoning documents, and a previous study that explored the zoning of the site. Finally, a series of potential development considerations were analyzed based on the rights of particular stakeholders such as Fort William First Nation and the Municipality of Neebing.

Based on the exploration and analysis mentioned above, a series of scenarios were contemplated for the redevelopment of Big Thunder: the Big Thunder Business Case, a 100% publicly funded scenario, two private-public partnership scenarios, and a 100% privately funded scenario. These scenarios were each articulated through a SWOT analysis and a section exploring implementation considerations.

















Group 6: Governance of the Big Thunder (BT) Corporation
This report covers the areas of governance, board structure, and accountability related to the Big Thunder Corporation. More specifically, within governance: an extensive literature review on governance as a whole, governance and Private-Public Partnerships, governance in relation to sporting and non-sporting facilities, corporate governance principles, governance models, and factors that affect governance. Under the Board of Directors, topics include: the role of the board, board representation/composition in relation to ownership interests, and board composition of other related and non-related organizations. Within the accountability section of this report, the code of business conduct and ethics is comprehensively reviewed. In relation to governance, corporate governance principles including: Stewardship Theory, Resource Dependence Theory, and Stakeholder Theory are reviewed. This report covers three main governance models: Carver, Constituent, and Entrepreneurial; including a theoretical background as well as advantages and disadvantages of each model.  
Research was also completed on five main factors that affect governance in relation to what Big Thunder will look like and how it will operate, these factors are: the size and complexity of the organization, the ownership structure, response to and timing of critical events, personal agendas of board members, and standards. 

The overall role of the board is looked upon in relation to: Big Thunder’s financial health, its human resource needs, its public relations, and its legal obligations. Three board compositions are proposed including suggested governance models as well as sub models to act as a guideline for the Board of Directors of Big Thunder. These configurations include a one hundred percent private, majority private – minority public, and majority public – minority private ownerships of Big Thunder. Board structures of comparable organizations including Whistler Blackcomb and Whistler Sport Legacies, as well as other non-industry related organizations such as MTS Allstream are compared and analyzed. 


















Group 7: Big Thunder Sports and Recreation Facility: Board of Directors and Top Management Team

Just 20 minutes outside the city of Thunder Bay, Big Thunder is a unique site that operated successfully for more than 30 years. In 1995, the Big Thunder site was the host of the 1995 Nordic World Ski Championships. In 1996 however, The site was closed by the Ontario Provincial Government. Since its closure, many stakeholder groups have attempted to find viable ways to reopen the facility, including but not limited to Friends of Big Thunder. The objective of this report is to determine the optimal Board of Governors (BOD), Top Management Team (TMT) and compensation strategies for the reopening of Big Thunder. 
Big Thunder represents a unique blend of small-scale operations with high-level events and facility management associated with adventure sports such as mountain biking and ski jumping.  In order to best manage this multi-faceted facility, it is essential to identify the key characteristics and blend of individuals necessary to ensure that the needs of all stakeholders are continuously met throughout the revitalization and development of the facility.  The initial step in this process is the identification of the roles and responsibilities that are entrusted to the BOD.  In order to ensure that the needs of all stakeholders are met in an ongoing basis throughout the revitalization and development of Big Thunder, it is essential that each member organization involved in the long-term ownership and operation of Big Thunder be represented on the BOD.  	
It is recommended that Big Thunder implement two BOD sub-committees that will operate at a strategic level to help guide the recreational/educational and events related strategic directions of Big Thunder.  More specifically, these two separate committees, operating under the BOD, will provide the opportunity for a co-operative relationship between the BOD, Top Management team, and community representatives.  Examining other organizations and drawing from the Business Case, a suggested TMT would consist of a CEO, a Vice President of Finance, a Vice President of Human Resources, a Vice President of Operations, and a VP of Business Development.
After creating an appropriate BOD and TMT, it is imperative that an appropriate strategy for compensation be created. Big Thunder will most likely open as a not-for-profit organization. Compensation for directors with any not-for-profit involvement should continue to be non-monetary in nature.  Directors should not be compensated in a monetary fashion because it would be very difficult to recruit volunteers at the lower level to support the organization when those at the top are being paid.  TMT compensation will be a growth experience.  The initial start of Big Thunder will rely on volunteers with a vision to open and initiate operations.  Due to financial constraints, the TMT must rely on the rewards of volunteerism.  
The evolution of the BOD and TMT coincide with the prescribed crawl, walk and run method. Big Thunder must rebuild its reputation overtime, starting with smaller events and progressively taking on larger events. As time progresses and the facility continues to grow, Big Thunder will require the addition of new job positions which are more specific in scope to address the growing workload each position must tackle.


Appendix 7: Big Thunder Business Case: 
Stakeholder Action Research
Bryan Poulin, Paul DeGiacomo, Douglas Ng and Camillo Lento*

Big Thunder is best known for hosting the 1995 Nordic World Ski Championships. The year following this pinnacle, Big Thunder ceased operations by Provincial Government decree.  The research question explored in this case analysis is: To what extent does the re-opening of Big Thunder have the support of stakeholders, and what is the commitment of these stakeholders: public and private?  The study describes the business case as it is developed from November 2010 to May 2012 and the action research behind it.  Surveys returned by a representative stakeholder sample confirm what Big Thunder needs to become, and what it does not.  The collective vision is for Big Thunder to become a destination center for sports, education, tourism and recreation, and an important part of the Region, and beyond. Implementation is considered in five steps: 1) securing the right to use the Site; 2) seeking sufficient funding to open the Site properly; 3) assembling an ethical, experienced Board and senior management team; 4) incorporating Big Thunder Corporation as a not-for-profit enterprise; and 5) pursuing partnerships in ways that provide optimal social, environmental and economic benefits to stakeholders of sports, education, recreation, and tourism.  The Case has already impacted on major stakeholders. 










Only 20 minutes’ drive from the City of Thunder Bay airport, Big Thunder is a unique Site that operated successfully for 30 years, hosting of the Nordic World Ski Championships in 1995, after which the Site was closed in 1996 by the Ontario Provincial Government.  This Introduction Section 1 sets out authorization and purpose of the Business Case; history and development of Big Thunder; and research methods used to collect data from stakeholders: individuals and organizations having an interest, positive or negative.  			
2.2	Authorization 
In November 2010, Paul DeGiacomo of Friends of Big Thunder (FOBT) asked Professor Doug Thom of the Faculty of Education at Lakehead University (LU), who recommended Bryan Poulin to prepare a Business Case.  Authorization to prepare this Business Case on Big Thunder took place on 28 December 2010 in a meeting between Paul DeGiacomo, representing Friends of Big Thunder (FOBT) and Bryan Poulin, and they also invited senior LU finance student Douglas Ng, others at LU, and others including FOBT, to assist.  
2.3	Purpose 
The Business Case is to reflect the wishes of stakeholders in the Sports, Educational, and Recreational Communities in the Thunder Bay region and beyond.  It is to include the views of those associated with FOBT, but not be constrained by those wishes (with FOBT much in the minority of voices heard).  Stakeholders are considered individuals who, and organizations that, may be affected by the reopening Big Thunder, whether considered a good thing or not.   The volunteer (unpaid) researchers would proceed on the basis of stakeholder support. 
Results are aggregated and presented in ways that protect confidentiality.  Readers are to understand this Business Case is not to be looked at as a detailed strategic plan and, for example, detailed personnel and budget figures that may be required of funding agencies.  These would come later.
2.4	   Background to Big Thunder  
Big Thunder began as Little Norway by the Hansen brothers and operated as a recreational ski facility in the early 1960s.  The name Little Norway was changed to Sundance by the 1970s when it grew from recreational skiing, with modest jumps, to also offer higher level competitive cross-country, alpine and ski jumping.  In the early 1980s the name was changed to Big Thunder and the Site received substantial government financial support as a National sports training center, after which Big Thunder operated as an agency of the Ontario Provincial Government under the Ontario Ministry of Culture and Recreation.   
Also in the1980s, additional land was needed and the Big Thunder Board and Friends of Big Thunder was represented by Ernie Marchiori, a former executive of the Fort William Ski Club, who negotiated purchase of an extra 75 acres of private property allowing expansion of activities on the Site.  At the same time, the Big Thunder Board negotiated access to approximately 17,000 acres of watershed property owned by the City of Thunder Bay.  
Enthusiastic statements by stakeholder representatives were greeted with reserve, at least a first, until the majority of people’s enthusiasm and commitment became overwhelmingly evident.  Their view and vision simply was that Big Thunder is to be for the Community!  
2.5	Action and Stakeholder Research 
The idea behind the action and stakeholder approach taken in preparing the Business Case is to have community representatives reflect on what they know of Big Thunder and what they envision for the future.  Such participatory action research has historical, theoretical and empirical support (e.g. Bessette, 2004; French and Bell, 1973; Lewin, 1958).  Action research and stakeholder approaches are also becoming more common for business, organizational, strategic and cultural research (e.g. Weick 1995, Hofstede et al. 1990, Schockley-Zalabak and Morley 1989; Alam and Poulin 1996).  
The research process began with conversational interviews with representative stakeholders, typically one hour in length, with the question: “What does Big Thunder mean to you?”  This open-ended question invited those interviewed to reflect and enter into conversation on issues and priorities of interest to those interviewed.  Sharing and reflecting without pre-determined questions is an approach recommended, among others, by organizational researcher Karl Weick’s followers (e.g. Bougon et al. 1990).  Details of the research are provided next. 
2.6	Research Methods and Ethics Approval
Both qualitative and quantitative research methods are used in the style recommended by Creswell (1994).  The first part of the research is exploratory, consisting of conversational interviews over a four month period, January to May 2011.  These conversations were with 25 stakeholders who represented a cross-section of the Community in sports, recreation, education and service sectors, and Government.  Criteria are as suggested by the researchers, with initial contacts made by Friends of Big Thunder who knew many of the representatives through sport.  The contacts were vetted by the Lakehead University Researchers to see that they fairly represented those people who and organizations that may be affected by  Big Thunder, including approaching those who might view Big Thunder as a competitor.  The main criteria are willingness and ability to be informative discussion partners (Hofstede et al. 1990).  
Conversational Interviews and Recording 
Most conversational interviews were held with an individual from a stakeholder group or organization.   A few conversations were held with two representatives and, in one case, with three representatives.  This was as preferred by those contacted.  
From the 25 conversational interviews, 120 issue-statements or rules were extracted to capture the issues that were considered important by those interviewed.  The statements or rules were recorded in the natural wording of the respondents, as recommended by cultural-communication researchers Shockley-Zalabak and Morley (1989).  These 120 rules were assembled in a pilot survey and emailed to those interviewed, with instructions to email returns to Dr. Poulin at his Lakehead University office.  
Of the 25 pilot surveys distributed to each of the representatives taking part in the exploratory interviews, 10 were completed and returned for a response rate (10/25) of 40%. This relatively low number of responses (50% was the target) can be explained by the length of the pilot survey (120 questions or rules) and the long time (up to an hour) it took to complete the pilot survey.  The 10 responses proved sufficient to reduce the number of rules from 120 to the 60 that were retained for a shorter final survey that was more widely distributed, the final 60 rules receiving the most support, positive and negative.  
Ethics approval from Lakehead University was sought soon after the exploratory research.   Suggested time to complete the survey was one week, with no reminders.    Only Poulin is privy to who completed each survey.  Only combined results are reported.   
The research and projections built on the work of previous studies.  For example, information was drawn the 2005 report prepared by UMA Engineering and the Lakehead University School of Outdoor Recreation Parks and Tourism (2003) report. The research process is generally guided by the strategic planning model shown in the following Figure 1.  
Figure 1: Strategic Planning Framework (version July 2011).  Sources: Various, e.g. Poulin et al. 1998; and as can be adapted from Hill and Jones 2004, Appendix p. C2 (not shown here, included in main business case). 

3.	FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
The analysis of findings of the conversational interviews, together with the pilot and final survey were to determine how close stakeholders are to consensus on Big Thunder.  The people who expressed their views to the researchers, and were willing to be listed, represent the FOBT, the Fort William First Nation (FWFN), Ski Jump Canada, Municipality of Neebing, Ontario Cycling Association, the City of Thunder Bay, Confederation College, Lakehead University, and other stakeholder groups.  
The wishes of multiple stakeholders are considered and these include Big Thunder managers, sports and recreational bodies, Governments at all levels -- Municipal, Provincial and Federal -- and those with a historical tie to the land itself, e.g. Fort William First Nation, Lakehead University.  

3.1	Conversational Interviews and Survey Results 
The approach -- extracting rules from conversations with representative stakeholders, and preparing and analyzing surveys from these and an expanded number of stakeholders -- has been effectively employed and used for organizational change (e.g. Alam and Poulin 1996).  The 10 pilot surveys completed and returned from 25 stakeholder representatives in conversational interviews proved sufficient to prepare the final survey on 60 issues. The 41 final surveys returned, out of the 108 copies of the survey distributed (83 fresh stakeholders and also the 25 interviewed) are also considered sufficient.  It is to be noted that it was well into the summer, with only one week allowed for return of the final surveys. It is estimated that that 25% (1/4) of these stakeholder representatives were away or not available, leaving 81 (.75 x 108) to fill in either the final and pilot surveys.  This makes for an effective return rate of 51% (41/81), reasonable considering the one week to reply with no reminder.  After analysis, each of the rules was placed into one of three categories of organizational effectiveness: The five top rated rules for Vision are presented in the following Table 1.
Table 1:  5 Highest and Lowest Vision Rule-Statements & Ranking 
Five Highest Ranked Rule Statements of Vision  Rank/25                             Mean/5.0	
The reopening of Big Thunder is for sports and recreation activities that benefit people in Thunder Bay and visitors to City of Thunder Bay and surrounding region. 	#1		4.63
We dream of Big Thunder being all that it can be for Thunder Bay, the Thunder Bay Region, and beyond.   	#2		4.55
Big Thunder is a sports and sports tourism destination, with accessible and affordable facilities that complement and help contribute to other Thunder Bay organizations.	#3		4.40
Big Thunder takes both a business and social approach, and has clear picture in and beyond its Region.  	#4		4.37
Big Thunder is an unbelievably suitable site for multi-use sports training, development, resting and recreation and is used for all three purposes, all year round.  	#5		4.34
			
 (Key:  over 4.0 = strong and positive; under 2.0 = weak and negative). 

The lowest ranked rule (not shown and rated less than 2.0) is about reopening Big Thunder mainly for Winter sports.  All top five vision rules indicate what Big Thunder is to become, and within the “substantially represents” and “fully represents” range of responses, ranging in descending order  from 4.63 to 4.37 out of a possible score of 5.00 (response were 40 or 41 out of 41).  The following captures stakeholders’ vision:  
The Vision for Big Thunder is that the Site is not only for winter sports but a year round facility for sports, sports development, recreation and tourism, and run on sound social and business principles.  
The results of conversational interviews were confirmed in both pilot and final surveys and this indicates internal consistency on shared views.  The operations and structures rules were similar to vision.  The following captures the essence of the top five rules of operations:  
Operations at Big Thunder are for public interest and not about selling to the highest bidder; instead using facilities in the best ways to support Nordic and other sports and recreational activities all year.  
The following captures the essence of the rules on structure, defined by Mintzberg (1983) as the ways the tasks are first divided and then coordinated:  
Management and partners, including business and government, are to be accountable for overseeing re-opening and operating the Site in ways that accomplish the vision, both effectively and efficiently.
While not all representatives agreed with each other on particular issues, there was a definite agreement on many of the issues raised in the conversational interviews and confirmed with the surveys, and general agreement on all major issues.  
It is also apparent that there is a significant degree of stakeholder consensus on what Big Thunder is to become, and not become, along the three dimensions of vision, operations and structure. 
In short, Big Thunder is seen as drawing people from the Community and to the Community from far beyond the Thunder Bay Region.  This calls for public support, namely Government support in terms of capital infrastructure and other contributions that are, for example provided by FWFN, Lakehead University and Confederation College.  
The general consensus is that re-opening Big Thunder on the year round, sustainable basis is viewed as equitable and right, and worthy of support at all levels: public, private and voluntary.  
2.3	Marketing 
In general, marketing requires finding current needs and preferences, anticipating new ones, and satisfying these needs and preferences, in superior and/or complementary ways “through an exchange process” (Kotler 1980, p. 10).  
This means understanding the basic four factors of product, place price and promotion - and Big Thunder as part of Thunder Bay as a destination that draws more people to an area with total offerings of greater attraction  than the simple addition of attractions considered one by one.  
As the previous UMA Report (2005) points out, the recreational ski industry in the Thunder Bay Region is strongly represented in skiing with many other ski locations across the Canadian border in the U.S., for example in the Minneapolis/ St. Paul Minnesota region.  The same applies with regard to tourism and recreation.  
Education and training through Lakehead University and Confederation College, and the planned FWFN training centre, offer potential advantage for Big Thunder as a sports development and training and testing Centre, with opportunities to train and test out new ways of facility development. This is envisioned to be through joint effort between Engineering, Business, and Outdoor Recreation at Lakehead University, Confederation College and FWFN in the planning and construction of facilities, such as the Athlete’s Village. 
Since different groups have different needs and preferences, satisfying each group is a challenge that can be met through “target marketing”: finding and satisfying specific needs and preferences among the different identifiable groups, and cost-effectively providing different and superior offerings to those that exist or may develop in the future: regionally, provincially and nationally. Big Thunder would cooperate with all local facilities,   including the four main ski facilities in the Thunder Bay area, as follows. 
	Loch Lomond Ski Area 
	Mount Baldy Ski Facility
	Lappe Nordic Ski Centre 
	Kamview Nordic Ski Centre 
It is as expected Big Thunder, with its jumps and the difficult cross-country ski training and development, would complement offerings of existing facilities to a large extent and only compete at the margins (only compete in areas of overlap) and there is a different experience to be gained by visitors at each venue.  

The actual and potential National Ski Sites in Canada are as set out below:
	Whistler Olympic Park (Vancouver site of 2010 Olympic and Paralympic games).  
	Calgary Olympic Park (Calgary 1988 Olympic Jumping, Nordic Combined, Luge).  
	Canmore Nordic (Canmore Alberta site 1988 Nordic Olympic & Paralympic games). 
	Hardwood Hills (Barrie Ontario).
	Mont Sainte Anne (Quebec). 
	Big Thunder (Thunder Bay Ontario) Closed in 1996.


As the stakeholders point out, Big Thunder must offer more than competitive and recreational skiing and this includes ski training and development, sports and recreation, development and education – all year round – and this would extend and complement the many other offerings at other facilities locally and more distant.  This means that Big Thunder would have to take advantage of its uniquely suitable site for these purposes and other opportunities as these are presented. A concept drawing of Big Thunder is presented (see Executive Summary on page iv of the main report). 
Facilities other than skiing at Big Thunder do not face so serious a hurdle in changing perceptions of Big Thunder as a competitor since the Big Thunder is even more uniquely different in what it can offer in other sports. 

3. 	STRATEGY
Strategy is about legitimate ways to accomplish the vision and goals of Big Thunder and begins with a strategic plan.  For example, once analysis is complete, the main Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOTs) are identified together with the challenge ahead, recommendations made as to market positions, and implementation addressed to the detail considered necessary.  Finally major parts of a more or less complete strategy are considered together.   
3.1 	Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)
Strengths of Big Thunder are its proximity to Thunder Bay, and uniqueness that includes its challenging terrain, “breathe taking” views, scenery and flora and fauna.  Two key strengths are Site uniqueness and being able to augment and be complementary to existing offerings in the Thunder Bay Region and the Province of Ontario and beyond.  
Weaknesses are in not yet securing right to use the Site and not making other facilities sufficiently aware how complementary Big Thunder would be, as some view Big Thunder as a potential competitor.  The implication is effective management and promotions are both needed to transform potential resistance to potential support, wherever possible.  
Opportunities include ways of attracting more visitors to the Site in its expanded and enhanced form for sports and recreation and other compatible uses. 
Threats that impede this include those who view Big Thunder as competition and others who do not yet see the potential that is Big Thunder for the region, Province and beyond.  


3.2	Challenge, Vision and Goals
The challenge facing Big Thunder is now presented in terms of key strengths or creating new ones, overcoming weaknesses, and pursuing opportunities and facing threats, in line with the above SWOTs.   
How can the strong support among stakeholders for this magnificent Big Thunder Site be translated into tangible action that includes right of use for sports, recreation and other suitable activities in ways that benefit people of the Region and Province and beyond, all year round, with sufficient initial financial support to re-open on a sustainable and complementary basis?
Meeting the above challenge requires a vision and set of goals that follow from the conversations and surveys, and meet the challenge expressed above. Such vision and goals are as shown in the following Table 2.  
Table 2: Big Thunder Vision and Goals
Big Thunder is a destination site for people, young and old to enjoy year round competitive sports and training; education and skills development; fitness and recreation; sight-seeing and all other activities that naturally belong on the site, attracting people and organizations from the Thunder Bay Region, Canada and the world.

Big Thunder operates cooperatively and works with volunteers and people from for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, supporting suppliers, sports training organizations, educators and recreational bodies, and all other people who have a shared interest and stake in the physical, intellectual and economic well-being of themselves and others.

Big Thunder is led and managed with the highest standards of integrity and transparency, looking towards ethics, competence, commitment and practicality in all decisions and actions, this way garnering support from stakeholders including their financial support.

Big Thunder is sustainable socially, environmentally and economically, measuring success in terms of stakeholder satisfaction and attainment of goals including financial goals.








Five options are presented as facing the challenge in terms of vision, ranging from an incremental approach by starting small to starting with ever more facilities and programs open, with assessment of each option.  
The cost estimates are checked against figures in the UMA (2005) Report, and from local knowledge and other sources including experts’ estimates.   The 5 options, presented in outline or short form, beginning with Option 1 is the least costly and, as it turns out, the least sustainable option.  
Option 1: Re-opening Sports Training, Education, Events Centre with New Gondola Lift to reopen Big Thunder as cross-country and alpine skiing venues for the winter sports, with other programs generating revenue to cover only some operating costs and is not feasible.  
Option 2: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, and Chalet at top of Chair-Gondola lift which is essentially the same as Option 1 with the added provision of a chalet at top of chairlift to expand offerings and generate net revenue to offset some operating expenses and is also not feasible.   
Option 3: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, Gondola lift, Chalet, New Programs, with different programs offered to different groups improves revenue significantly at  low cost, covers most of the extra insurance needed to allow jumping on Site, and improves the viability of Big Thunder.  However it is not considered sufficiently viable in the long term, again due to high insurance cost that cannot be covered by operating revenue. 
Option 4: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, Chalet, Chairlift, Expanded Programs, is an expansion of Options 1, 2 and 3, with expanded programs and, except for the high insurance cost for the ski jumping in year 4, comes close to breaking even. 
Option 5: Sports Training, Education, Events Centre, Chairlift, Chalet, Programs and Hotel, includes a private hotel on site and hotel rents that offset the extra insurance costs for jumping almost covers all operating costs with operating revenues, and this is deemed the most viable solution, as it is sustainable in the long term.  
3.4	Key Success/ Risk Factors
Critical success factors for Big Thunder include the following that exist or will exist when the Site is reopened.  These are 1) Legacy in Winter Sports to the highest level with competency in hosting events; Appropriate Vision; 2) Fair and Competent Board of Directors, Advisory Board and Top Management Team; 3) Solid business plan that is followed and adjusted as needed; 4) Facilities on the ground that represent what is required by stakeholders; and 5) Dedicated Volunteers and Staff who, like everyone, help improve and promote programs, services and facilities at Big Thunder.  
A 6th key success factor concerns Community and Government investment, including funding by the Provincial and Federal Government and contribution from the City of Thunder Bay could take the form of extending the water line to the Site, and investment by business.   This is consistent with recommendations of leadership authors (e.g. Bennis 1989) and reports including of former Lakehead University president Rosehart’s (2008) Report: “Crown Land for adventure tourism … the Province needs to help develop one or more new tourist attractions in Northwestern Ontario … the successful project(s) would receive a contribution towards developing and delivering the attraction” (p.36 and p. 38).   
3.5	Recommended Option
Option 5 is recommended on the basis of representing both stakeholders’ wishes and long term sustainability.  
The recommendation is for the full development of Option 5: the Redevelopment of Big Thunder to its full potential as a self-sustaining facility at a capital cost of $25 million.
This does not include the costs of developing all programs and education that would be provided separately by others, for example Lakehead University and Confederation College, at no cost to Big Thunder.  The pro-forma statements for Option 5 are presented in Figure 3.
Option 5, the full development of Big Thunder to the wishes of stakeholders, is the only option that breaks even in the long-term and as such is a good candidate for public-private partnership funding.  The capital cost of $25 million is also deemed a reasonable one time capital contribution by government, considering the opportunities that Big Thunder it represents for sports, recreation and tourism for the regions and beyond.  

4.	IMPLEMENTATION
This Business Case and its implementation are aimed at honoring previous efforts, and to see a different and successful outcome for the Big Thunder Site.  In outline here are five major goals to be achieved in the first two years along the way to accomplishing the stakeholders’ vision for Big Thunder as an all year Sports and Recreation Park.
Support for Right of Use.  All those stakeholders supporting Big Thunder are to demonstrate their support and convince policy-makers of the City of Thunder Bay, the Province of Ontario, the Canadian Federal Government and other authorities and their agents, that it is in best interest of the Public allow use and re-open the Big Thunder Site on a year round basis.  The time appears overdue for acceptance of such initiative.   Friends of Big Thunder is a logical entity to coordinate this effort and continue to enlist the support of dedicated and experienced sports and recreation enthusiasts who have already worked persistently to achieve this first goal: approval in principle to operate on the Site in ways that maximizes its potential for people .  This is an immediate priority to be done in parallel with the next Goal.

Funding. Friends of Big thunder will assemble a team capable of approaching funding bodies within the Provincial, Federal and Municipal Governments, and FWFN for funding to redevelop the Big Thunder Site in amount of $22 million, with the aim to achieve this goal within the first year and certainly within two years of this year’s date of remembrance: 11/11/2011. These monies will be used carefully to refurbish the Site, install new services including water, power, storm-water and provide plans and standards for the sanitation systems.  
Not-for-profit Incorporation: Big Thunder will operate as Big Thunder Corporation (BTC) and incorporate as a not-for-profit corporation with Board of Directors and requirements needed for Articles of Incorporation as such in the Province of Ontario.  This is separate from Friends of Big Thunder which would continue to act as an arm of Big Thunder Corporation for fundraising, promotion and advising, as necessary and with the invitation of the Board of BTC.  

Project management: Big Thunder Corporation will appoint a project manager and facilities operations manager who will jointly oversee construction and refurbishment of the Site, with the objective of opening the site within 2 years of the approvals from permission granted to use the Site and sufficient funding to do so.  This includes provision of potable drinking water on Site.  

Re-opening Big Thunder Corporation: continue to enlist support and cooperate with sports, recreation and education people and institutions, including City of Thunder Bay, Neebing, FWFN, Lakehead University and Confederation College to plan and act to reopen the Site in Year 3, assuming Year 1 begins as soon as approval to use the Site and funding are secure. 
Beyond right to use the Site, the $25 Million Initial Funding to open the Site is the next priority and funding sources need checking and approaching, especially at the Provincial and Federal levels.   

5.	IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Things can and often do turn out well when right things are done for right reasons (Landes 1999).   The evidence strongly supports favorable decisions and actions by Government at all levels in doing the right thing by Big Thunder and the people of the Community.   The right thing is to support Big Thunder for the benefit of all people and organizations needing and desiring the many sports, recreation, and related opportunities that will accrue.  The implications of reopening Big Thunder for its relevant Communities are manifold and meet the vision and goals as set out in this Business Case.  
There is much work to done and, beyond the work that the MBA students are doing to flesh out details, there is a major consulting and accounting firm that is looking for funding to extend and complete the work of this draft Business Case, and seek to obtain the Federal and Provincial one time contribution of $25 million.  
Even at this early stage, there have been benefits including the public outreach and community contacts not only in the Thunder Bay and North Western Ontario region, but across Canada and overseas where Big Thunder remains known for its potential to contribute and complement sport and recreation.  The future of Big Thunder remains in the hands of various Governments at this stage.  Sound public policy suggests Big Thunder requires sound management at each stage with feasibility and strategy, resources and structure sufficient to meet market and other needs, effectively and efficiently.  
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